
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
PUBLIC HEALTH, WELFARE AND SAFTETY COMMITTEE 

MONTANA STATE SENATE 

FEBRUARY 2, 1983 

The meeting of the Public Health, Welfare and Safety Committee 
was called to order by Chairman, Tom Hager on Wednesday, 
February 2, 1983 in Room 410 of the State Capitol Building. 

ROLL CALL: All members were present with the exception of 
Senator Stephens, who was excused. Woody Wright, staff 
attorney, was also present. 

Many, many visitors were also in attendance. 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE BILL 214: Senator Ed Smith of Senate 
District *1, sponsor of Senate Bill 214, gave a brief resume of 
the bill. This bill is an act authorizing the Department of 
Institutions and the Department of Social and Rehabilitation 
Services to certify mental health professional persons and 
granting the departments ru1emaking authority. 

Senator Smith turned the hearing over to Curt Chisolm, the 
deputy director for the Department of Institutions, in order 
that he may attend another hearing. 

Mr. Chisolm stated that the Department is asking that it be 
given broad authority to adopt rules imposing requirements on 
who shall be considered a professional person in the field 
of mental health. This bill will address the type of education 
that an individual has received, the type of experience or 
training, the type of continuing education or training, and 
the methods of monitoring compliance and maintaining it. 

Jerry R. Hoover, representing the Department of Institutions, 
stood in support of the bill. 

Judith Carlson, representing the Department of Social and 
Rehabilitation Services, stood in support of the bill. She 
stated that the Department has had no authority in regards 
to mental health up to this point. 

With no further proponents, the meeting was opened to opponents. 

Shirley Thennis, representing the Montana Nurses Association, 
stated her groups opposition to the bill. She said to certify 
someone who has been certified by the Department as a professional 
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is to vague. She stated that it is wrong to give the department 
rule making authority with such broad guidelines as "with 
reference to national standards." 

The meeting was opened to a question and answer period from 
the Committee. 

Senator Marbut asked if certification is already a law. This 
is a federal law and nationally accepted, however, it does 
need to be defined more. Academic creditenials, qualifications 
are needed with a more specific definition y especially in the 
best interest of the patient. 

Senator Himsl asked about the educational criteria for 
certification. 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE BILL 208: Senator Judy Jacobson, 
chief sponsor of Senate Bill 208, gave a brief resume of the 
bill. This bill is an act defining a HOSPICE for licensing 
purposes; requiring the Department of Health, and Environmental 
Sciences to adopt rules setting standards for licensing a 
Hospice; requiring department to license a Hospice approved 
by the Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. 

Senator Jacobson gave a brief resume of the bill. This bill 
was introduced at the request of the Hospice Exchange Council 
to further Hospice development in Montana. It has three 
parts. The first is a definition of hospice on page 4, which 
would be a new paragraph in a lengthy definition of the princi
pal functions of hospice. It starts with a terminally ill 
person and his family and describes how hospice helps them 
deal with the various stresses of dying. 

The second part of the bill is on page 9, this gives the 
state Department of Health and Environmental Sciences the duty 
to set up standards for hospice programs to meet and provide 
some legislation guidelines for setting these standards. A 
hospice team must be medically directed, under a physician's 
ultimate supervision. The last part of the bill calls for 
deemed status licensure when a hospice receives JCAH accredit
ation. This is important to those hospice programs operated 
within hospitals, which some, but not all, hospice programs 
are. 

Roger Tippy, representing the Montana Hospice Exchange, stated 
that the hospice movement has been active in Montana for several 
years; Congress' recognition of hospice as a reimburseable 
service under medicare gives them reason to ask the legislature 
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to license hospice programs. Not people, but programs. 
Mr. Tippy presented the Committee with written testimony. 
See exhibit 1. 

Sue Twidwell, President of the Montana Hospice Exchange Council, 
stood in support of the bill. She handed out a large folder 
of information in regards to Hospice to every member of the 
Committee. (See exhibit 2.) Mrs Twidwell stated that a 
license will preserve the high quality of care now afford to 
people involved in Hospice. Eighteen states now have licensure 
for Hospice. Sometime unscrupulous people take advantage of 
people that are terminally ill and their families at the 
vulnerable time in their lives. Senate Bill 208 would insure 
quality; 2) no duplication of services; and 3) reimburse 
Medicare. 

Lynn James, representing the Hospice of St Peter's Hospital 
in Helena, stood in support of the bill. She stated that 
Hospice volunteers go through intensive training to be able 
to best cope with being a Hospice volunteer. Many people 
are involved, from the social worker, minister, registered 
nurses and many more people. This is a very necessary bill. 

Hazel Murray, representing the Hospice of St. Peter's Hospital, 
stated she is in support of SB 208 for licensing of Hospice. The 
given support as an active volunteer of Hospice has been 
very valuable. Hospice volunteers are both a friend and a 
supporter. Mrs. Murray presented to the Committee a hand-
out entitled "Role of the Volunteer" for potential volunteers 
in the Hospice Program. See exhibit 3. 

George Fenner, administrator of the Division of Health Services 
and Medical Facilities and represent the Department of Health 
and Environmental Sciences. Mr. Fenner stated that the 
department would like to see an amendment added to the record 
for SB 208. Page 9 , line 25 and ending on page 10 line 4, to 
be deleted from the bill. This section deals with licensure 
based on approval of the Hospice by Joint Commission on Accredit
ation of Hospitals. Licensure is a state responsibility. J.C.A.H. 
has no regulatory authority by virtue of their organization. 
There is no provision for consultation to the providers they 
serve as well as no provision for follow-up visits to verify 
correction of deficiencies to meet compliance with their stand
ards. A basic J.C.A.H. operational tenet is that providers 
of health care should voluntarily a~sess the quality of the care 
they render. Since participation in the program in voluntary, 
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the approach is necessarily one of peer review. While such an 
operational mode may be benefical for educational and consultative 
programs, it does not lend itself to evaluation, monitoring and 
adverse action. There is no doubt that J. C. A. H. scrutiny can 
be purely objec~ive when modified by the need for program partici
pants to generate funds to meet operational costs. No such 
modifying circumstance exists relative to state licensure. 
All service providers must comply with existing state 
requirements in order to operate. If non-compliance is determined 
the State Agency has the option of revoking the license or 
imposing civil penalty. J. C.A.H. will not release its reports 
to the public and does not maintain an office in Montana so 
that it can be responsive to citizens complaints, questions or 
concerns. Mr. Fenner handed in written testimony to the Com
mittee. See exhibit 4. 

Lindy Gochanour, representing the Anaconda Pintler Hospice, 
stood in support of the bill. She stated that to become a 
volunteer, she attended 24 hour volunteer orientation programs, 
filled out an application, and was then interviewed by a 
volunteer coordinator. This investment has been one of the 
most rewarding experiences of her life. She has learned alot 
about caring, giving, feelings, living, dying and much more. 
A volunteer has to be prepared to give alot of himself. Mrs. 
Gochanour then told of the role of the Hospice volunteer. 
Hospice volunteers are also provided with continuing education 
about different aspects of Hospice. The purpose of Hospice 
is to provide care that will enhance the quality of the 
remaining life for those who are facing a terminal illness. 
Hospice care can make thisdLfficult time in a person's life 
easier. The volunteers cannot take away the emotional 
trauma for them or the family, but they can be helped through 
it. Hospice licensure would be very helpful because it 
would insure Volunteer Professional support. It would insure 
standards oftJaining, and it would allow clients to stay 
at home, in familiar surroundings and would help to keep 
the medical costs down. Mrs. Gochanour presented written 
testimony for the record. See exhibit 5. 

James Milo Manning,. representing the Anaconda Pintler 
Hospice, told of his family's personal experience with 
the Hospice Program during the terminal illness of his 
mother. Mr. Manning stated that his family has learned that 
the Hospice organization is a most worthwhile and needed 
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organization, both to the patients and their families in 
preparing and accepting death. As the funds to enable the 
organization to operate come from donations, memorials, and 
grants from private companies, it is necessary to give the 
Hospice Organization the needed recognition and legitimacy 
to attract funding. Every organization needs some supervision 
and Senate Bill 208 would provide that. Mr. Manning presented 
written testimony to the Committee. See exhibit 6. 

Gene McLatchey, representing himself from Helena, stood in 
support of the bill. He stated that he felt that the Hospice 
Program is very worthwhile and needed program. Mr. McLatchey 
told of his personal experience with Hospice during the 
recent illness and death of his father. Hospice is a very 
wonderful experience and a valuable asset to our community. 

Maureen O'Reilly, representing West-Mont Community Care, 
presented a letter from the Janice Treml, National Hospice 
President, in regards to pending legislation on the national 
level. She then presented the letter to the Committee for 
the record. See exhibit 7. 

J. W. Greene, executive vice president of the Anaconda 
Pintler Hospice, stated that the Hospice movement seeks to 
provide unlimited caring for patients and their families as 
the patient passes through the last journey of life. The 
Hospice movement recognizes dying as a natural process and 
seeks to increase the quality of the time remaining for the 
patient. Hospice provides support to the family through its 
services and aids the family in caring for the ill member. 
Senate Bill 208 seeks to define a Hospice for licensing pur
poses. A real need exists for licensing, in view of the 
new Federal laws which will allow Medicare payments for 
services rendered by Hospice organizations. A means must 
be found to insure that all Hospice organizations state-
wide provide quality care for patients and the most effective 
means to do this is through state-wide licensing and adopting 
standards for accreditation. The Federal Law dictates that a 
Hospice can be either a public or a private group, must provide 
24 hour care, bereavement care, uses the interdiscipliniary 
team approach, provides or supervises Hospice services and 
is licensed according to state law. See exhibit 8. 

Kevin McNeils, of the Anaconda Pintlar Hospice, stated that 
he is in favor of SB 208 because the Hospice Organization plays 
a very importanu part in the city of Anaconda in dealing 
with the concerns and problems that face all of us in death. 
He would support any legislation that ,,,ill benefit the Hospice 
Program. 
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Chad Smith, representing the Montana Hospital Association, 
stated that he recognizes the need for this bill. However, 
he is concerned with the licensing upon licensing. Mr. 
Smith offered an amendment on Pages 9 and 10 by deleting 
line 25 on page 9 and lines 1 through 4 on page 10, and 
substituting in leiu thereof the following: "NEW SECTION, 
Section 3. Exemption from licensing. No licensed hospital 
shall be required to obtain additional licensing to perform 
hospice services." See exhibit 9. 

Marilyn McKibben, representing herself, stated that from the 
very beginning the Montana Hospital Association never voiced 
their concerns with the bill until now. It seems to be 
counterproductive. Hospice needs to be standarized. 

With no further proponents, the meeting was opened to the 
opponents. Hearing none, the meeting was opened to a question 
and answer period from the Committee. 

Senator Christiaens asked about the programs. He was told 
that there is no duplication in services,! there is no charge 
for services they are operated solely on donations and grants. 
The federal legistion may bring about Medicare reimbu'rsement. 

Senator Himsl asked about Medicare/Medicaid funds. This bill 
does not address that issue, however, there is federal 
legislation that may address the issue. 

Senator Hager asked if there are any insurance companies 
which wi.ll cover Hospice now. Blue Shield/Blue Cross will 
cover at the present time. There are some national companies 
which will also cover Hospice. 

Senator Hager asked about preventing abuse of the program. 
The Department of Health will set standards to prevent this 
from happening. 

Senator Himsl asked if the people wanted the Department of 
Health to come to each hospital to review the programs. The 
program is licensed not the people. 

Senator Hager asked about the cost of administerin9. this 
proposal. Mr. Fenner stated that the cost would not be 
significant. 
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Senator Jacobson closed. She expressed her gratitude to 
the many people which carne to the hearing and testified 
on behalf of the bill. She asked the Committee to give 
this bill favorable consideration as it is a very good bill. 

CONSIDERATION OF SENATE BILL 209: Senator Harold Dover, 
chief sponsor of SB 209, gave a brief resume of the bill. 
This bill is an act to provide criteria for admissions to the 
Montana Center for the aged; revising the transfer and dis
charge procedure. 

Senate Bill 209 was intrcrluced to clarify the mission of the M:>ntana 
Center for the Aged in Lewistown and to establish basic admission proced
ures. The statutes rurrent1y define the Center as a mental health facil
ity. This obligates the center to meet the same treatrrent and transitional 
goals as Wanns Springs State Hospital. 

Senate Bill 209 clarified the role of the center in the overall health 
service delivery system. The primary functicn of the center is the 
care and treat:nent of persons 55 years of age or older. Priority must 
l:e given to patients referred fran Warm Springs State Hospital or Galen 
State Hospital. '!he Center provides long tenn care for individuals, 
who are unable to maintain themselves in their ll:xtes or camnmities due 
to mild psychiatric impai.J:Irents associated with the aging process but do 
not require the intensity of treatrrent available at Warm Springs or 
Galen State Hospital. For the vast najority of people, the psychiatric 
disability is of a chronic nature, often- accanpanied by physicial deteriation 
that is associated with old age. The function of the center is to provide 
a safe and human enviroIUYel1t mich rec03llizes human dignity as these 
elderly people adapt to 1cng tenn care at the center. The center is not 
a transitional mmta1 health facility. SB 209 ~u1d identify the centers 
function as one for elderly with mild psychiatric iropa.inrent associated 
with the ag;iu\g. process, wake clear to the courts and other mental health 
facilities, the general public and legislators, as to the center I s res
ponsibilities and capabilities, and set up guidelines for develq:rnent of 
staffing pro;rarns and administrative staff. 'Ibis change is consistent 
with the Depart:rrent .of Institutions goal of clarifying the specific 
mission of each state institutim. As the missim of the Center for 
the Aged has changed to fit within the overall continun of services, it is 
important that such change receive legislative sanction. 

Curt Qrisolm, deputy director for the Department of Insti tutims, sto<rl 
in support of the bill. He presented to the Ccmni ttee the Staterrent of 
Intent to accanpany SB 209. He then gave the Conmittee a history of the 
Center. They will accept direct referrals. 

Clifford Murphy, representing the Mental Health Associatim of Montana, 
stood in support of the bill. 
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With no further proponents, the chairman called on the opponen
ents. 

Shirley Thennis, representing the Montana Nurses Association, 
stated that it is difficult to believe that the ommission of 
family notification can serve any purpose and she for one would 
be furious if a family member of hers were transfered without 
her knowledge. These are elderly people. People who are 
unfortunate enough to have impaired mental abilities, but 
people just the same. Certainly, these people are far more 
susceptible to confusion and disorientation, and need time to 
adjust with family help to any move. Family notification 
should be required anytime a patient is transfered from one 
state facility to another, whatever the facilities may be. Mrs. 
Thennis turned in written testimony to the Committee. See 
exhibit 10. 

With no further oppenents, Senator closed. He stated that 
there was an error in drafting and that the bill should be 
amended on page 2, lines 1 through 6. This language should 
all be reinstated. He asked for favorable consideration on 
SB 209. 

The meeting was opened to a question and answer period from 
the Committee. 

Both Senators Marbut and Himsl questioned the rule making 
of this bill. 

Senator Marbut asked about the name being changed in this 
bill if the bill regarding name changes of the institutions 
should pass. Woody stated that the Code Commissioner would 
handle the name change. 

Senator Hager asked Mrs. Thennis if she would support the 
bill with the amendment proposed by Senator Dover. She stated 
that the Montana Nurses Association would now support the bill 
with the amendment. 

DISPOSTION OF SENATE BILL 209: 

A motion was made by Senator Himsl that the bill be amended 
to reinstates the stricken language on Page 2, lines 1 through 
6. Motion carried. 

A motion was made by Senator Himsl that Senate Bill 209 receive 
a DO PASS, as amended rec~mmedation from the Committee. Motion 
carried unanimously. 
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A motion was made by Senator Jacobson that the Statement of 
Intent for SB 209 be adopted. t-1otion carried unanimously. 

DISPOSTION OF THE AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL 214: 

A motion was made by Senator Jacobson that the amendments as 
presented by Judith Carlson be adopted. Motion carried unanimously. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS: The next meeting of the Public Health, Welfare 
and Safety Committee will be held on Friday, February 4, 1983 
to consider SB 232, and SB 271. 

ADJOURN: With no further business the meeting was adjourned. 

eg 
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SB 214: 

, 

STATE-rENT OF INTENT 

The Department of Institutions is requesting 
legislation that will give it and the. Department of 
Social and Rehabilitation Services Rule making 
authority for the certification of professional 
persons in the mental health field. The Department 
of Institutions is requesting that it be given broad 
authority to adopt rules imposing requirements on 
who shall be considered a professional person in the 
field of mental health. The Department is required 
to adopt such rules and it is contemplated that they 
should address the following: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

g. 

The types of education that an individual has 
received, including degrees: 

The type of experience or training that he has 
received that may qualify him for a 
professional person. 

The type of continuing education or training or 
instruction that may be necessary to maintain 
such certification. 

The standards for waiver of requirements for 
specific reasons, if any. 

Methods of monitoring compliance and 
maintaining it l and 

Specific due process procedures for the 
revocation of certification. 

-END-
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Montana Nurses' Association 

2001 ELEVENTH AVENUE (406) 442-6710 

-----------------------------------------------------
P.O. BOX 5718 • HELENA, MONTANA 59604 

I am Shirley Thennis of the Montana Nurses' Association. I speak in opposition 

to SR-214. 

To define a professional person only as someone who has been certified by the depart

ment is too vague. Are these professionals who have already achieved individual 

liscensure through an appropriate liscensing body or is this certification in lieu 

of professional liscensure? If they are already liscensed, why do they need de

partment certification? If they are not already liscensed, on what criteria is 

the certification being given? 

I believe it to be wrong to give a department certifying powers without any refer

ence to the qualifications of those doing the certifying. 

It is doubly wrong to give a department rule making authority with such broad 

guidelines as "with reference to national standards". 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to voice my concerns regarding this bill. 



INTRODUCTIO~'TO SB208 

This bill is introduced at the request of the Hospice Exchange 

Council to further hospice development in Montana. 

It has three parts. The first is a definition of hospice on 

page 4, which would be a new paragraph in a lengthy definition of 

the p~incipal functions of hospice. It starts with a terminally 

ilJ person and his famjly and describes how hospice helps them 

deal with the various stresses of dying. 

The second part of the bill is on page 9; this gives the 

state department of health and environmental sciences the duty 

to set up standa~ds for hospice programs to meet and provides 

some legislative guidelines for setting these standards. A 

hospice team must be medically directed -- under a physician's 

ultimate supervision. 

The last part of the bill calls for deemed status licensure 

when a hospice receives JCAH accreditation. This is important 

to those hospice programs operated within hospitals, which some -

but not all - hospice programs are. 
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f S P. O. Box 514 ADDR;S : _______________________________________________________________ __ 

442-8070 PHONE: ______________________________________________ __ 

REPRESENTING WHOM? Montana Hospice Exchange 
----~~~~~~~~~~-------------------

APPEARING ON ~iICH PROPOSAL: 
Sen'ate Bill 208 

-----------------------------------

00 YOU: SUPPORT? x AI .. 1END? OPPOSE? --------- --------- ------

COK~ENTS: Mr. Chairman and committee members, I a~ Roger Tippy, an 
attorney nere in Helena; representing the Montana Hosplce Exchange 
Council as its lobbyist. I urge your do pas~ vnte for SB208. 

The fiosplce movpment has been actlve ln Hontana for sevpraI 
years; Congress' recognition of hospice as a reimbursable service 
under medicare ; 7 "cd .. 'a gives us reason to ask the legislature 
to license hospice programs. 

Not people, programs. Nothing in thls blll calls for the 
licensing or certification of any individual or any profession. 
We ask you to add one small duty to an existing agency: the 
Facilities. Licensing and Certification Bureau within the 
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences. The dutles 
involved -- promulgRting a set of standards in the Administrat~ve 
Rules of Montana and issuing licenses to hosplce programs meetIIlg 
those standards -- no fiscal impact attaches to this bill. 

The Hospice Council has endeavored to discuss this bill with 
other concerned roviders and to accommodate their views. Section 

, paragraph (2) is a statement inserted at the request 0_ e 
Home Health Agencies association. Section 3 has been worked out 
with the Montana Hospital Association to alleviate their concerns 
about multiple inspections. 

next wltness, Ms. Sue Twidwcl1, w.l1l lnclude source documents for 
standards the departments could adopt, and we will furnish the 

Flnally, the bill does delegate rulemaking authorl fy and 1;-nII 
require a statement of intent. Haterials to be furnished by the 

. conmuttee wlth language for a statement of lntent referencing these 
sources. 
PLEASE LEAVE k~Y PREPARED STATEMENTS WITH THE CO~1ITTEE SECRETARY. 



JOINT COMMISSION ON THE ACCREDITATION OF HOSPITALS 

STANDARDS OF CARE 
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The development of an alternative support network is needed when no -relative or 
other primary caregiver is available and a patipnt needs and wants support. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
.. ; 

1. If the hospice program accepts patients who do not have primary caregivers, 
there are written policies and procedures that address at least the 
following: 

A. The responsibili ty of the program and the efforts program staff wi 11 . 
make to identify a primary caregiver(s) for the patient; 

B. The definition of an "acceptabl e primary caregiver"; " 
C. What instruction will be given to the primary caregiver by 

interdisciplinary team members; 
D. The program's responsibility to the primary caregiver; an9 
E. Under what circumstances the patient will no longer be eligible to 

receive hospice program services. 



RATIONALE 

Hospice care does not proffer a "right way to die." The terminally ill pa
tient's and the family's own framework of values, preferences, cnd life outlook 
must be taken into account in planning and conducting treatment. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. The hospice program has a statement of patient/family rights that is 
written in simple and easy-to-understand terms and in a langua~e under
Etandable to patients/families and is available to them. The rights 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following: 

A. Support and protection of the fundamenta 1 human, civil, ar.d ] egal 
rights of each patient/family; 

B. Impartial access to treatment, regardless of the p?tient' s or family 
members' race, religion, sex, ethnicity, age, or handjcap; 

C. Recognition of each patient's/family's personal dignity and autonomy 
and respect for each patient/family in 'the provision of all care and 
treatment; and 

D. Individualized treatment for each patient/ family, which includes at 
least; 

(1) the prov~s~on of adequate and humane services, regardless of the 
source of financIal support, 

(2) the provision of a care plan, 

(3) periodic review of the care plan, 1/ 

(4) the active participation in planning for treatment by all 
patients who are able to participatP and by the responsible 
parents, relatives, or guardians of minors or legally incompetent 
patients, 

(5) a statement of charges for services provided, and 

(6) assurance and protection of each patient's/family's personal 
privacy and the confidentiality of patient-re!ated information 
within the constraints of the care plan. 

GOAL THREE 

Program personnel seek to identify, tec.ch, coordinate, and supervi se persons 
other than interdisciplinary team members to j!ive care to patients who do not 
have a family member of other primary caregiver available, if such patients are 
eligible for admission to the hospice program. 

PATIONALE 

Not every patient has a family or family members who are willing to give care. 
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l'OSPICE PROJECT STANDARDS jfl 1 /' I 
Chapter One 

Patient/Family as the Unit of Care 

• GOAL ONE 

.. 

The patient and the patient's family is the unit of care. 

RATIONALl' 

InclusiqJ1 of the pati.ent' s family or significant .other(s) jn the hospice program 
is essential, and family members should be encouraged to particip~te in 
developing the care plan and in caring for the patient according to their 
ability to do so. Family members are seen as both primary caregivers and as 
needing care and support. 

CHARACTERISTICS 
""., 

1. The hospice program has written admission criteria that reflect the 
following: 

" A. An assessment of the patient' s/family' s desire and need for hospice 

B. 

c. 

services; 
The eligibility of a patient who does not have a designated p:::-in,:;ry 
caregiver; and 
Any factors with regard to the patient' s diagnosis. prognosis, or 
receipt of active treatment that may affect eligibility. 

2. A consent for care form is signed by the patient. and a family member or 
other primary caregiver. 

3. The patient and the family or other prioary caregiver participate in the 
development of the care plan according to their ability to do ~o, and such 
participation is documented in the medical record. 

4. The interdisciplinary team care plan includes specific goals for invo]ving 
family members or other primary caregiver. 

GOAL T\\,O 

Hospice program services and care reflect an 2cknowledgement that each patipnt
/family has basic rights, individual beliefs, and/or a val~e system and a life 
philosophy. 
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GOAL T\~O 

Sy~ptom management includes assessing and responding to the psychosocial needs 
of the patients/families. 

RATIONALE -

Hospice care recognizes that when a patients/families are faced with %erminal 
disease, stress and concerns may arise in many areas of their lives.- Successful 
symptom management frequently requires concurrent physical and psychosocial 
intervention to address those concerns and stresses. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

L Psychosocial assessment of an __ intervention with '&-- pa-t1.entf;family aTe 
documented in the interdisciplinary team care plan and in progress notes 
throughout the course of patient care and across disciplines. The 
following elements of psychosocial symptom _ assessment and management are 
documented. 

') -. 

A. Su~h symptoms as anxiety or depression; 
B. Family dynamics; 
c. The patient's/family's understanding of the illness and prognosis and 

their reaction to the course of the illness; and 
D. Interdisciplinary team communication and consultation with the attend

ing physician. 

Education proj;rams for the introduction and revie\\' of psychosocial 
assessment and intervention are available at least twice annually to 
interdisciplinary team members. The content of education programs 
includes, but is not necessarily limited to, the following: 

A. Basic aspects of psychosocial assessment; 
B. Basic communication skills; 
C. Patient/family response to terminal illness and death; and 
D. Family response to bereavement. 
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Chapter Three 

Symptom Management 

ca"pain and symptom management is prcvided through appropriate therapies. 

ain and symptoms of terminal disease can usually be minimized through the 
f Jpropriate palliative treatments that produce the greatest relief from 
;e1lltaused problems for the longest period of time and t.:'ith the least 
?ffects. In addition, curative treatmeants are utilized when ir.dicated for 
:a}, problems secondary to the primary diagnosis. 

~ 
.TERISTICS 

'ai~ and symptom management is documented in the interdisciplinary team 
arPplan and in progress notes throughout the course of patient care and 
cross disciplines. The followir.g elements of pain and symptom management 
re"~ umented: ....., 

Physical assessment; 
Chronic or acute pain, or a change in pain; 

~ymptoms associated with chronic pain; 
Adjustment of pain and symptom modalities as needed; 
Interdisciplinary team communication and consultation with attending 

, ?hysicians; 
~iscussion t~ith patients/families about the approach to pain reliaf as 

well as instruction regarding any therapieg used; and 
Zepeated assessments of pain and symptoms, including determinations of 

~ompliance with the interventions prescribed. 

JC~ ion programs for the introduction and review of effective apprcnches 
pA.n and ~ymptom assessment and management are available at least n~ice 

lually to interdisciplinary team members. The content of education 
Igti ~s includes, but is not necessarily limited to, the following: .. 

Common terminology for use in describing pain and pain relief to 
~qtients/fa~ilies; 

. iscussion cf approaches to analgesia, including noninvasive approach
~, analgesic drugs and t~eir side effects management, surgical 
apprcaches, and other treatment modalities; and 
llin and symptom assessment . .. 
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Chapter Four 

Home Care and Inpatient Services 

GOAL ONE 

Hospice program services include home care and inpatient care. The home care 
and inpatient services are organized, managed, staffed with a sufficient number 
of personnel, and appropriately integrated with other services of the hospice 
-program. 

RATIONALE 

Many of the physical and psychosocial needs of the dying patient can be met at 
home, and being cared for at home can enable the development and continuance of 
significant human relationships between the dying person and his or her family 
members. However, hospice care recognizes that the needs of patients/families 
cannot a'lways be met at home. In those instances when the physical and 
psychosocial needs :o~f hospice. patients necessitate acute care hospitalization, 
hospice inpatient s::l'}vicesmust be available. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. There is a written statement of the philosophy and objectives of the home 
care service and of the inpatient service. The statement includes a 
description of the services offered in both care settings. 

2. All applicable federal, state and local regulations ar.d/or licensure 
and certification requirements are met by the heme care service and the inpa
tient care service. 

3. There are written policies and procedures for the home care services and 
inpa,tient services in regard to personnel and the services they provide. 
Thes~ polic~~ and procedures address at least the following: 

A. ,. The qualifications of the physicians who provide care to the patientsl 
families admitted to the hospice program; 

B. The treatment modalities provided, including intravenous procedures, 
parenteral feedings, chemotheraphy, and the administration of 
injections; and 

C. The designation of tasks that are performed by home health techni
cians, home health aides, nurse's aides. and homemakers. 
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/' 

(l.)' These personnel have satisfactorily completed a structured or 
on-the-job training program, if such instruction is consistent 
~ith legal requirements applicable to the hospice program. 

There are ~ritten policies and procedures for the home 
services in regard to the resuscitation of patients. 
procedures address the follo~ing: 

care' and inpatient 
These policies and 

A. The involvement of the patient and the family in deciding ~hether to 
resuscitate; and 

B. The attending physician's involvement in, and approval of, the 
decision. 

There are ~ritten 

services regarding 
These policies and 

policies and procedures for home care and inpatient 
5tudent placement and training in the hospice program. 

procedures address at least the follo~ing: 

A. The placements and training available; 
B. The superv1s10n, by appropriately qualified, hospice personnel, of 

students ~hen performing patient care; and 
c. The roles and responsibilities of the hospice program and the outside 

education program if the hospice program provides education and 
training for students from an outside education program. 

6. The hospice program director designates a coordinator of home care and/or 
inpatient serv:ices. A coordinator is responsible for providing administra
tive direction to home care and/or inpatient services. 

It 

7. There is a ~ritten statement regarding a coordinator's authority, duties, 
and responsibilities, which includes, but are not necessarily limited to, 
the following: 

A. Implementing policies and procedures pertinent to the home care 
and/the inpatient setting; 

B. Acting as an adviser to the hospice program director; 
C. Directing and, as appropriate, supervising home care and inpatient 

interdisciplinary team members in their dut:ies; 
D. P&rticipating in the review and evaluation of the quality and appro

priateness of patient/family care; and 
E. Preparing and submitting program service reports, which include 

(1) statistical records of the quantity and types of services 
rendered, and 

(2) records and reports reflecting the nature of the patient popula
tion. 

8. The scope of services provided, the utilization of services, ana the skills 
necessary to provide the level of care appropriate to the home care and 
inpatient services are considered when determining the following: 

A. The number, education, and training of qualified personnel necessary; 
and 

B. Patient-staff ratios for the home care and inpatient services. 
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GOAL TWO 

An identified methodology 
home care and inpatient 
patient-staff ratios. 
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that reflects the objectives of the 
services is utilized to determine 

Home Care Services 

Home care services are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

RATIONALE 

The varied physical and psychosocial problems and anxieties associated with 
terminal illness can occur at any time of the day or night. Hospice care must 
be available for patients/families whenever it is needed. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. There are writ~en policies~and procedures describing the scope of home care 
services. These policies and procedures pertain to at least the following: 

A. What services are available on a 24-hour basis seven days a week, 
including access to pharmacy services; 

B. Any limitations regarding care provided after normal working hours or 
on weekends; and 

C. The method of information exchange betwee"n on-call and day-to-day 
interdisciplinary team members. • 

2. Unless" otherwise provided by law, at least nursing services are available 
on a 24 hour basis seven days a week. 

GOAL THREE 

Interdisciplinary team members are prepared to provide care to the patient/
family at the time of the patient~s death at home. 

RATIONALE 

A unique aspect of hospice care is the need to prepare interdisciplinary team 
members for presence before, during, or immediately after the death of a patient 
at home. To provide supportive continuity of hospice care at the time of death, 
members must be aware of state and local regulations, laws, ar.d procedures 
regarding death in the home, as well as the patient's/family's wishes. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. There is a written plan of orientation and inservice training for team 
members that addresses, but is not necessarily limited to, the following: 
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A. Sta te and local laws, regulations, and procedures regarding dea th in 
the home and the role of the attending physician; 

B. A procedure for working with the coroner's office and, as applicable, 
law officials; and 

C. A procedure for the disposal of drugs in the home crt the time of 
death. 

Inpatient Services 

GOAL FOUR 

The inpatient facility or unit has an organized medical staff. 

RATIONALE 
, 

An organized medical staff is a single identified body that accepts overall 
responsibility for the quality of medical care· provided to patients - and the -- __ _ 
responsibility unless otherwise provided by law, for the qualifications of those 
individuals licensed to practice medicine and dentistry who care for patients in 
the inpatient service. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. The medical staff is accountable to patients/families and the hospice 
program governing body for the quality of medical care provided and for the 
ethical and professional practice of medical staff members. 

2. The medical staff, with the assistance of the medical director, formulates 
bylaws and rules and regulations necessary for self-governance and for the 
discharge of the medical staff's responsibilities. The bylaws and the 
rules and regulations include, but are not limited to, the following: 

-" 
A. 
B. 

c. 

D. 
E. 

<-

F. 

G. 

H. 

A descriptive outline of the organization of the medical staff; 
A statement of the qualifications a physician must have to be 
privileged to attend patients in the inpatient facility or unit; 
A procedure for granting and withdrawing physician's practice privi
leges; 
Provisions for regular meetings of the medical staff; 
Provisions for keeping accurate and complete medical records, which 
include signed progress notes at the time of each visit and all orders 
given sin~e the last visit; 
Provision~- for securing emergency medical care if the attending 
physicia~ 1S not'available; 
Provisions thae requi'i-e a physician I s written orders to be recorded 
and signed; 
Provisions that require a physician's verbal and telephone orders to 
be recorded and signed by the accepting physician, nurse, or pharma-
cist (in the case of medication orders) and countersigned by the 

- attending physician; 
T. A statement of the necessary qualifications, staff appointments, and 

rights of dentists, podiatrists. psychologists, nurse practitioners. 
physician assistants, and other health professions; 



J. 

K. 

L. 

M. 
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Provisions for~-establishing effective controls throughout the medical 
staff to assure,:the achievement 'and maintenance of maximum standards 
of ethical and~:professional practices; 
Provisions for.a;fair hearing in the event of denial of staff appoint
ment or reappointment or the curtailment, suspension, or revocation of 
privileges; ;;:~:' 
Provisionsfo~~:review and evaluation of the quality of services 
rendered. incl~ding the appropriateness of attending physician visit 
schedules' ~nd;";'-· - ' , , ... ;..... . 
A procedure for'"physician contact and care when neither the attending 
physician nor the designated alternative are available to examine and 
treat a patient~-needing immediate attention. 

~U:: 
3,. The duties and responsibilities of the medical director of inpatient 

services include direction of the cedical care in the facility or unit. 

GOAL FIVE 

::,~ . 
...... ;.~~I:. 

:::..::-.... 

Provision is made in ~he inpatient setting for the privacy of patients/families. 

RATIONALE 
.-:'6' 

Hospice care recognizes that dying patients and their families continue to have 
special needs with regard to privacy that need to be respected and accepted' 
within the confines of an inpatient unit or facility. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Physical space is provided for private patient/family visiting. 

2. There are accommodations for family members to remain throughout the night 
with the patient. 

3. Space is provided for family viewing and privacy after a patient's death. 

GOAL SIX 

The inpatient facility or unit is designed, constructed, equipped, and furnished 
in a menner that assures the physical safety· of patients/families, personnel, 
and visitors. 

RATIONALE :I !.:-: 
, :1· 

Patients/families, team members, and personnel are entitled to receive and 
provide care in a building that meets appropriate national s~andards for 
construction safety and fire protection. 
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CHARACTERISTICS : 't'n',-: 

1. The building complies with the 1981 edition of the Life-Safety Code (R) of 
the National Fire Protection Association. The following"is required: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

. '" ,,~ t.l-i~ 
Submission of a statement of construction and fire':·protection. This 
document is comple-ted by the facility or unit.!·"~'The information 
entered in the document is verified and authenticated by an individual 
who is knowledgeable aboutin~titutional construction and fire safety, 
particularly in regard to health care facilities. Individuals quali
fied to verify and authenticate the information include registered 
professional engineers, registered architects, members of the Society 
of Fire Protection Engineers, or qualified employees of either a fire 
insurance rating organization or the office of the state fire marshal. 
It is strongly recommended that such verification- or-- authentification 
be made following an on-site visit. .' 
A plan of correc~ion for all physical plan deficienc~es':identified by 
authorized inspecting - agencies and/or, indicated in' the~ ,statement of 
construction and fire protection. This plan of correction is approved' 
by the authority having jurisdiction and specifies the anticipated 
time of completion.., 
A document which certifies that the facility's physical plant is in 
compliance with the requirements of the 1981 Life Safety Code (R). 
This documentation. may include copies of the state fire marshal's 
report, state licensure survey reports, or r'eports of other 
authorized agencies. Consideration is also given to equivalency 
when an element of safety is provided at a level equal to or 
greater than ~hat described in the codes, provided that no other 
safety element or system is compromised or adversely altered in 
any way. When alternate protection has been installed and has been 
accepted by the local authority having jurisdiction, appropriate 
documentation is required. Copies of all such documentation are 
available. - ,-

D. If the building is constructed prior to 1973 and the requirements of 
the standards or their equivalency are not met, the facility insti
tutes and documents--on a sustained basis--extraordinary fire preven
tion measures in the form of effective housekeeping and maintenance 
practices, adequate fire-fighting equipment. adequate staffing, and 
frequent fire drills on all shifts. 

GOAL SEVEN 

The environment of the inpatient facility or unit is adequate, comfortable, 
accessible and has sufficient space and equipment for the clinical and personal 
care of patients. 

, z, 

.' 
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RATIONALE 

Patients/families are entitled to receive clinical and personal care in a 
comfortable environment that has adequate space and equipment for meeting their 
needs. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Adequate, comfortable lighting levels and adequate ventilation through 
windows, mechanical means, or a combination of both are provided. 

2. Sounds are contained at comfort levels. 

3.. Comfortable room temperatures are maintained. 

4. In the event of loss of normal water supply, provision is made to assure 
that water is available to all essential areas. 

5. The facility is: accessible to and functional for the physically handi
capped. Reasonable accommodations are made in accordance with Standard 
Alll7.1, Specifications for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to, and 
Usable by, the Physically Handicappec, of the American National Standards 
Institute. 

6. Each patient/family care area has at least the following: 

A. A nurses' station; 
B. Drug storage and preparation areas; and 
C. Utility and storage rooms. 

7. The nurses' station is equipped to register patients'/families' calls 
through a communication system from patient/family areas, including pa
tient/family rooms and toilet and bathing facilities. 

8. Patient/family rooms are designed, equipped, and furnished to comply with 
all applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, and regulations, as 
well as facilitate effective patient/family care and comfort. 

9. Each patient/~amily room is equipped with, or located near, toilet and 
bathing facilities. 

10. Each patient/family room has direct access to a corridor and outside 
e~posure, with the floor at or above ground level. 

GOAL EIGHT 

The environ[!1er.t of the inpatient facility or unit is functionally safe and 
s<.initary. 
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RATIONALE 

Patients/families, team members, and personnel are entitled to receive and 
provide care in a facility or unit that is safe and sanitary and in which 
appropriate measures can be taken in the event of fire, disaster, or other 
emergency. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. The hospice program director or designee 
comprehensive faci1itywide or unitwide safety 
to the size of the facility or unit. 

implements and monitors a 
program that is appropriate 

2, The inpatient team and other personnel as appropriate, are utilized in the 
'. development, implementation, and monitoring of safety characteristics a-nd 

practices to eliminate or reduce hazards to patients/families through the 
formation of a safety committee. 

3. The safety program has written policy and procedures pertaining to at 1east_ 
the following: 

A. 7' The enhancement of safety within the facility or unit and on the 
facility'b grounds; 

B. Coordinadc-n of the development of safety rules and practices; 
C. The establishme~t of~ an incident-reporting system that includes 

mechanisms for investigating and evaluating all incidents reported and 
mechanisms for documenting the review of all reports and actions 
taken; • 

D. The establishment of liaison between the safety committee and the 
infection control committee; 

E. The provision of safety-related information to be used in the orien
tation of all staff and volunteers; 

F. The conducting of hazard surveillance programs at specifically defined 
intervals; 

G. The establishment of methods for measuring results of the safety 
program; 

H. The establishment of methods, including the review of all pertinent 
~~ecords ~'~d reports, to p~riodica11y analyze the effectiveness of the 

safety program; and 
1. i- The familiarization of facility or unit personnel with applicable 

federal, state, and local safety regulations. 

4. The facility or unit has an available emergency power source that provides 
essential service when the normal electrical supply is interrupted. 

5. Comprehensive safety devices are installed, and safety practices, policies, 
and procedures are instituted to minimize hazards to patients/ families, 
staff. and visitors. 

6. The facility or unit has a written internal disaster and fire plan, as well 
as fjre drills. 

7. Sanitation practices, policies, and procedures are implemented to minimize 
health hazards to all patients/families, staff. and visitors. 
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GOAL NINE 

There is an active inpatient facilitywide or unitwide infection control plan. 
>-

RATIONALE'-

Patients/families, team members, and personnel are entitled to a sanitary and 
comfortable environment in which measures are taken for the prevention of the 
deyelopment and transmission of infection. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. There is a written plan for the prevention and control of infection and the 
maintenance of a sanitary environment. The plan pertains to at least the 
following: 

2. 

A. The designation of interdisciplinary personnel responsible for imple
menting and monitoring the program; 

B. The review of procedures for handling food, processing laundry, 
disposing of e-wironmental and human wastes, controlling pests; 

C. The review of patient/family care practices, visiting rules for 
high-risk areas, and access to potential sources of infection; 

D. The monitoring of the health status of employees; and 
E. The monitoring of staff performance to assure that policies and 

procedures are being followed. 

There are written policies and procedures 
techniques, the policies and procedures·are 

for aseptic and isolation 

" 
A. made known to and followed by all staff; and 
B. reviewed annually and revised as necessary. 

3. An adequate amount of linen is available at all times for the proper care 
and comfort of patients. 

A. The linen is handled, processed, stored, and transported in a manner 
that prevents the transmission of infection. 

4. The facility or unit is free of insects and rodents. 

GOAL TEN 

The inpatient facility or unit provides for the nutritional and special dietary. 
neecs of patients/families. 
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RATIONALE 

Hospice care recognizes not only the nutritional and dietetic needs of 
patients/families, but also the psychological importance of food. The elements 
of alienation and isolation that may be experienced in an inpatient setting can 
be reduced with the provision of facilities that increase socialization for 
patients/families, while. meeting patients' nutritional needs. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Safe, sanitary, and adequately equipped facilities for food preparation by 
patients/families are provided. 

2. Dietetic services are provided directly by the facility or unit or under 
arrangement with an outside foodservice or management company. 

3. Dietetic services are directed by an 
specialized training and experience, 
management. 

individual who, by 
is knowledgeable in 

education or 
foodservice 

4. The nutritional aspects of patient care are supervised by a dietitian who 
is registered by: the Commission on Dietetic Registration of the American 
Dietetic Association or has the documented equivalent in education, train
ing, and experience, as well as evidence of continuing education. 

5. The duties of the supervisor of dietetic services include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

/I 

Patient/family consultation; 
Participation in patient/family case conferences, as requested; 
Approval of menus, including special diets; and 
Nutritional assessments of patients. 

6. If dietetic services are provided by the facility, the following applies: 

A. The department or service is organized, directed, and staffed to 
assure the provision of optimal nutritional care and foodservice. 

B. D~etetic personnel are appropriately trained and educate~; and 
C. The dietetic department or service area is designed and equipped to 

provide safe, sanitary, and timely foodservice and to meet the 
nutritional needs of patients 

7. Dietetic services are guided by written policies and procedures. 

8. Dietetic services are provided to the patient in accordance with a written 
order by the attending physician. Appropriate dietetic information is 
recorded in the patient's/family's medical record. 

9. The quality and approprie>.teness of the nutritional care 
nutritional needs of patients/families are regularly 
evaluated. 

in meeting 
reviewed 

the 
and 
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COAL ELEVEN 

The pharmaceutical needs of patients are met by the hospice program. 

RATIONALE 

An integral part of hospice home care and inpatient services is pain and symptom 
management, and essential to this element of care is meeting the pharmaceutical 
needs of the patients. Patients/families are entitled to pharmaceutical ser
vices that are conducted in accordance with accepted ethical and professional 
practices and all legal requirements. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Home Care and Inpatient Services 

1. Only health care practitioners who are authorized by law to write 
medication orders may do so. 

2. Medication orders that contain abbreviations and chemical symbols 
filled only if the abbreviations and symbols are on a standard 
approved by the medical director and/or medical staff. 

are 
list 

3. An individual other than a physician, registered nurse, or licensed 
practical nurse may administer medications under the supervision of a 
registered nurse or licensed practical nurse if in accordance with appli
cable laws and regulations and hospice program policy, and if approved by 
the attending physician. _ 

4. Self-administered medication is permitted when specifically ordered for the 
patient by an approved prescriber in accordance with applicable laws and 
regulations. 

5. Before discharge from inpatient services, the patient/family is instructed 
as to which medications, if any, are to be administered at home and by 
whom. The patient/family is also instructed as to the preparation, admini
sLration, dos8Jes, and precautions to be taken. 

6. The medications administer~d and any adverse drug reactions are documented 
in the medical record and are periodically reviewed by the attending 
physician. 

7. There is a written policy and procedure regarding medication error 
folluw-up and documentation of any corrective action taken. 

8. There are up-to-date resources available to interdisciplinary team members 
to identify drug side effects and toxic reactions. 

9. There is a reporting system for advising the Food and Drug Administration 
and the drug manufacturer of any unexpected or significant adverse reac
tions to a drug. 
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10. Investigational drugs are used only under the direct supervision of an 
authorized investigator and with the apprcval of the medical director and 
the Institutional Review Board. (When hospice inpatient services are 
provided in a hospital, the hospital's procedures regarding investigational 
drugs supercedes this standard.) 

11. All medication orders are reviewed in accordance with applicable 
regulations. 

12. The pharmacist is experienced in or receives orientation in the specialized 
functions of the hospice program. 

13. The pharmacist is licensed in the jurisdiction of the hospice program. 

~4. The pharmacist participates in the development of inservice education 
• programs for the hospice program staff. 

Inpatient Services. 

15. Pharmaceutical services for the inpatient facility or unit are provided 
directly by the facility or the unit or under arrangement. 

16. A licensed pharmacist experienced in institutional pharmacy practice is 
responsible fq:r .. the development of written policies and procedures to 
govern the sto~0ge, preparation, distribution, and administration of drugs 
in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws and regula
tions, regardless of the arrangement made for services. 

17. A pharmacist makes -at ·least weekly inspections of all drug-storage units, 
including the emergency cart. 

18. In inpatient facilities or units where. pharmaceuticals are provided through 
a community pharmacy, medications are obtained by written prescription from 
an authorized prescriber only. 

19. Any drug brought into the inpatient facility or unit is not administered 
unless it can be identified, unless a written order to administer it is 
given by the attending physician, and unless it is judged physically and 
chem~c311y st":~le by the pharmacist. 

20. The,: inpatient facility or unit utilizes a drug profile, and a pharmacist 
regularly reviews the medication records of patients. 

21. The inpatient facility or unit has specific policies and procedures for 
controlling and accounting for drug products. The procedures account for 
drugs ordered and drugs on hand, as well as their effectiveness dates. 

22. Adequate precautions are taken to store medications under proper conditions 
of sanitation, temperature, light, moisture, ventilation, segregation, and 
security. 
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23. Drug preparation and storage areas are secure and well lighted. 

GOAL TWELVE 
H ~~r 

The inpatient facility or unit provides, or has delineated access to, radiology 
services for patients. 

RAT I OtJALE 

Diagnostic and therapeutic radiology services are necessary for effective pain 
and symptom management. Radiology services should be conveniently available to 
meet these needs, as determined by the medical staff, and provided in accordance 
with accepted professional practices and all legal requirements. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. \.]hen radiplogy services are provided by a facility or unit the type of 
radiology service available and the arrangements for referring and trans
ferring patients is delineated in a written plan. 

2. When radiology services are provided by the hospice inpatient facility or 
uni~, the fol~owing apply: v . 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

W~itten iJlicies and procedures govern the operation and inspection of 
the serv{ces, as stated in applicable regulation; 
The services are directed by a physician member of the facility staff 
who is qualified through education and/or experience to assume this 
function; 
Provision is made for appropriate facilities for radiographic and 
flouroscopic diagnostic services; and 
An acceptable method of quality control is used. 

GOAL THIRTEEN 

The hospjce inpatient facility or unit provides, or has delineated access to, 
patholog),"-and lab:ratory services in accordance with the needs of patients, the 
size of the facility or unit. the services offered, and the resources ayailable 
in the aommunity. 

RATIONALE 

Pathology and laboratory services are necessary for pain and symptom management. 
These services should be conveniently available to meet the needs of patients as 
determined by the medical staff and provided in accordance with accepted profes
sional practices and all legal requirements. 
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CHARACTERISTICS 

1. 

2. 

The means of providing pathology and laboratory services are delineated in 
a written plan. 

When pathology and laboratory services are provided by the hospice 
inpatient facility or unit, the following apply: 

A. Written policies and procedures govern the operation and inspection of 
the services, as stated in applicable regulations; 

B. The serv::=:ces are directed by a physician member of the facility or 
hospital~F:aff who is qualified through education and/or experience to 
assume this.funj;tion;~and 

C. An acceptable method of quality control is used. 

GOAL FOURTEEN 

The hospice inpatient facility or unit has a written plan delineating the manner 
in which emergency services are provided. 

RATIONALE 

Patients/families, staff, and visitors are entitled, at the least, to lifesaving 
, first ai~e, as der~ed appropriate, and referral and ready access to the nearest 

facility that has' the capability of providing emergency services. 
It 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1.' \.fuen emergency services are provided by a facility or unit other than the 
hospice inpatient facility or unit, the type of emergency services avail
able and the arrangements for referring and transferring patients/families, 
staff, and visitors are delineated in a written plan. 

2. When emergency services are provided by the hospice inpatient facility or 
unit, the type of emergency services available are delineated, and the 
services provided are organized and properly directed. 
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.' , J 
Chapter Five 

:. , 
. .:.' 

Continuity of Care 

.' ). .. ,:",-" 
GOAL ONE 

Th~· hospice program provides a continuum of home care and inpatient care through 
the direct provision of the services or under arrangement. 

P.ATIONALE 

Continuity of care in a hospice program is the capacity to respond to 
patients'/families' needs, whenever and wherever they arise. Hospice patients/ 
families· may experience fragmentation aI'.d alienatjon in seeking physical and 
psychosocial care, but continuity of care in regard to hospice program personnel 
and services, in both home care and inpatient care settings, can reduce the 
sense of fragmentation and alienation. Effective administrative and staff 
integration can assure the continuation of high-quality care for patients/fami
lies in both settings. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Hospice program home care and inpatient services may be provided through 
various methods, depending on the scope of services offered by the program 
itself, local hospitals and health care agencies, and other resources in 
the community. 

A. 

B. 

Home 
(1) 
(2) 

care services may be provided through the following: 
A hospice home care agency; or 
A unit or designated ,_service of a hcspital-based, 
community-based, or public health home care program. 

Inpatient services may be provided through the following: 
(1) A hospice inpatient facility; or 
(2) An inpatient unit in a hospital, skilled nursing facility, or 

intermediate care facility; or 
(3) A scattered-ced or consultation team approach in an acute care 

hospital. 

\.Jhen the hospice program does not directly provide both r.omecare and 
inp~tient care services, there is a written agreement between the hospice 
program and th;! provider(s).governing the nature and scope of services and 
assuring contj~~ity of care. The written agreement addresses at least the 
following: ~ ~ 

A. wnat ser-',-ices are provided by each party to the contract; 
B. The qualifications of the personnel providing services; 
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- . C. The role 2nd -responsibility of the hospice program in the selection, 
evaluation, orientation, a~d continuing education of the personnel who 

3. 

provide hospice care; .• '!'" 
D. The manner in which services are initiated and coordinated; 
E. The respective roles of ho'spice program interdl.sciplinary team 

members, provider(s), and atte~ding physicians in the establishment, 
regular review, and implementation of interdisciplinary team care 
plans; 

F. . The requirements for providing documentation of services rendered in 
~"_accord(r"--:e with hospice program policy; 

G. A .requirement that all contracted services must comply with the 
f standards contained in this Manual; 

H. Complia~ce of the provider(s) with all applicable federal, state, and 
local regulations; 

I. Liability and responsibility of the program and the provider(s); 
J. The term of the agreement and the basis for its termination or 

renewal; 
K. Provisions for reimbursement for servic,es, if any; and 
L. The individual(s) responsible' for the i.mplementation of the agree-

ment's provisions. . 

If the hospice program, at the time of survey. is unable to provide a 
writ ten agreement for the provision' of home care and inpatient care ser
vices, there is evidence of at least the following: 

A. A written plan to secure a written agreement for hospice services not 
currently provided directly, with supporting documentation of action 
taken on the ~lan; 

B. The provision of interdiscip~inary team care plans to the provider(s); 
C. Provision for orientation and continuing education to identified 

personnel regarding pain and symptom management, psychosocial assess
ment and i~tervention, and the hospice philosophy of care; 

D. Coordination of discharge and transfer planning; 
E. Regular communication between' the care providers and a designated 

hospice liaison, in accordance with hospice program policy, regardi~g 

the implementation and review of care plans; and 
G. Twenty-four hour availability of hospice program consultation by 

interdisciplinary te-am members to the provider(s). 

~. There is a written plan regarding the transfer or discharge of 
patients/f3milies. The plan is applicable to program services whether or 
not provided directly and addresses at least the following: 

A. The involvement of interdisciplinary tean members who provide care; 
B. The involvement of the patients/families in transfer or discharge 

decisions; .. ~. 
C. The instruction f the pati~nts/families members, as appropriate, 

before discharge or transfer; 
D. The delinea(ion of the appropriate medical, clinical, and 

administrative information to be exchanged in a transfer as well as 
the method of exchange; and 
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E. Evidence of the attending physiciaD's concurrence with the transfer or 
'dischart~ plan, as indicated by his or her signature. 

S. There is a policy in,regard to cornmunicatlon between home care service and 
inpatient care service interdisciplinary team members regarding program 
issues, whether or not the services are provided by the program directly or 
ur.der arrangement. 

• 
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Chapter Six 

'\ 
Medical Records 

GOAL ONE 

An accurate medical record that provides 
services and is readily accessible to permit 
maintained for each patient/family. 

documentation of hospice program 
prompt retrieval of information is 

RATIONALE 

Significant patient-specific clinical information is found only in the medical 
record. Rnd during the ongoing ev~luation, diagnosis, and treatment of the 
patient, the patient/family medical record is depended on for the following: 

~ ............ 
,~ 

.Providing continuity of care between 
evidence of communication among a 
professionals involved in the care of 

inpatient and home care 
number and variety of 
the patient/family; 

services and 
health care 

.Providing a record of the patient's course to guide appropriate evaluation 
and treatment in response to the patient's condition and progress or lack 
of ~ ('ogress; 

.Providing information pertinent to the 
t"he medical staff, interdisciplinary 
personnel; and 

concurrent monitoring activities of 
team members. and other hospice 

.Providing information for use in continuing education activities. clinical 
research. clinical review activities of the medical staff, interdiscipli
nary team membe:,:,s and home care and inpatient services personnel, as 
outlined in the hospice quality assurance plan . 

_ I Upon termination of hospice 
(?+ historical document depended 

care, the patient/family medical record becomes a 
on for the following: 

. Providing information for use 
patient/family (if applicable); 

in the postdischarge care of the 

• Providing information to assist in protecting the legal interests of the 
patient/family, the hospice program, and the practitioner responsible for 
the patient's/family's care; and 

Providing information to validate charges for patient care servjces. 
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. ;::~ . 
. . ~ ,~' .. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. 
r 

There is a mee.bal record for each patient/ family served. 
il: ' 

" The medical r'eccird \s sufficiently detailed and accurate· to enable the 
assumption of care by any interdisciplinary team member. 

~ . ! 
''- I .~ '. 

3. There is a standardized medical record format designed according to the 
requirements of the hospice program. The format 

A. is used in both inpatient and home care services; and 
B. is used to document interdisciplinary team services. 

4, The medical record of each patient/family provided hospice care includes, 
but is not necessarily limited to, the following: 

A. \Data thp~ .identify the patien~/family or an explanation for any 
"'missing: items of identification;::r-

B. Ali pertinent diagnoses; '.j 

C. /- The patient's prognosis; • " 
D. Designation of the attending physician(s); 
E. Designation of the' family member or other primary caregiver to be 

contacted in the event of emergency or death; 
F. The patient's medical history, which may be a copy obtained from the 

hospital or physician's office, with an update added by the attending 
physician or hospice nurse; 

G. The findings of a physical examination by the attending physician 
performed within 24 hours upon' .,.admission to the inpatient care 
service; 

H. A current interdisciplinary plan of care that includes 
(1) a problem list, 
(2) a statement of goals and types and frequency of services to be 

provided, " and 
(3) a statement ~f current medications, diet, treatment procedures, 

and equipment required;-:-~JJ~/:~, ~ ," . 
I. A description of the patient's ftinctional limitations; ,L'-

J. A listing of the activities permitted; 
K. A listing of the s~fety measures required to protect the patient from 

injury; 
L. A physical assessment of the patient; 
M. A psychosocial assessment of the patient/family; 
N. For each home visit or inpatient service rendered, signed and dated 

progress notes that include 
(1) a description of signs and symptoms, 
(2) notations regarding treatment, service, or medication rendered 

and patient reaction, ':".'1 q .. ' 
(3) notati0ns regarding any change in the patient's condition, and 
(4) notations regarding any patient/family instruction as well as 

compliance with treatment; 
O. Legible and complete diagnostic and therapeutic orders authenticated 

by the attending physician; 
P. Relevant test determinations and procedure findings; 
Q. A record of interdisciplinary team conferences; 

. , --
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I, .-, 

Therit':is adequate sl1r>ervision and staffing for maintaining medical records. 
:f~;..i:t.. 't.-: 

-RATIONALE , I 

. ->;t-,. 
The qualifications and commitment of the individuals who provide medical record 
serv'ices, and the effectiveness and efficiency of the systems used for collect
ing,', storing, and retrieving pertinent· clinical information, are major' factors 
affe~ting the maintenance of high standards of patient/family care. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

l~The hospice program director appoints an individual to maintain medical 
records in accordance with hospice program policy. 

'.:..~-:: ~~. 
·,~r-'·A. . '-There -<H'e written requirements stating the m1n1mum education and 

,r:C).:: - experience required for maintaining med,ical records. 
- ::~;..r;,~) I-

2. ~'Medical record services and personnel are directed, or at least reviewed 
twice annually on a consultative basis, by a medical record professional 
who has successfully completed the examination requirements of the American 
Medical Record Association or the equivalent. .t 

, "'aill:: ,.... . 
3. The role of the medical record services in supporting the overall hospice 

program quality assurance program, the evaluation and monitoring activities 
of hospice services personnel, and the evaluation and monitoring activities 
of the medical staff (if there is a· medical staff) is defit}.ed by the 

'- hospice program administration. 
:z.~ .. 

~t~ ~ 
.. ~'''"'~ ~ 

·~xi:~' 
~~-~~. 

-iF" 

~ ::, ~~~:;' -
.... :i •• 
~ r' 
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GOAL ONE 

Chapter Seven 

Governing Body L t 

An organized governing body is responsible for establishing hospice 
~olicies, and for maintaining. high standards of patient care and 
managemen t . 

RATIONALE 

program 
program 

In any organization, there must be a group that accepts ultimate responsibility 
nnd exerts ultimate authority. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. A private, indep~ndently owned, or community-agency-owned hospice program 
has 3 charter and/or constitution and bylaws and, where required, a state 
license. 

2. The governing body is the individual,· group, 
agency in which the ultimate responsibility and 
of the hospice program is vested. 

corporation, or government 
authority for the operation 

3. A hospice program that is a component of another facility, institution, or 
gove~nment agency has a written description stating at least the following: 

4. 

A. The governing body responsible for the hospice program; 
B. The relationship of the governing body of the facility, institution, 

or agency to the director of the hospice program; and 
C. The authority given to the hospice program specific to 

(1) planning and organization, 
(2) program operation, 
(3) the hiring, termination, and assigning of hospice program 

personnel, and 
(4) policy and procedure adoption and review. 

The governing body adopts bylaws 
accountability. 

in accordance with its 

The bylaws include, but are not limited to, the following: 

A. The role and purpose of the hospice prog~am; 
B. The duties and responsibilities of the governing body; 

legal 
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C. The method of selecting members of the governing body and the 
pe-rmissible: length of members' service; 

D. The method of selecting officers of the governing body and the permis
sible number of terms officers can serve; 

E. The responsibilities of officers; 
F. Meeting procedures. regularity of meetings, definition·· of "quorum" to 

conduct business, and attendance policy; 
G. A list of the committees of the governing body and how they relate to 

the governing body; 
H. The composition and responsibilities of the committees; 
I. The mechanism by vhich bylaws are adopted and revised; 
J. Provision for the regular review and revision of the bylaws and 

documentation of such action. 

6. There is a defined and effective mechanism for communication between the 
governing body, the hospice program, the hospice administra tion, and the 
medical staff of the inpatient service. 

7. The governing body provides for the establishment of auxiliary organi
zations, and approves the bylaws that delineate the purpose and function of 
such organizations. 

8. Written records of the governing body's proceedings and the proceedings of 
each governing body committee is maintained and signed by a designated 
member of the governing body or committee. or by the secretary of the 
governing body~ 

9. Advisory-group committees or board member.ship reflect the involvement of 
~embers of the community served by the hospice program. 

10. The capital budget and annual operating budget are adopted by the governing 
body, and implementation of these budgets is monitored. 

11. The governing body appoints the hospice program director or designates that 
authority to the appropriate administrative representative in accordance 
with written institution or agency policy. 

l~. There is a defined mechanism for self-review and evaluation of the 
gov~rning body's performance. The mechanism includes a statement of the 
regularity of che review and how it is initiated and analyzed. 

"0 
!:3. The governing~ b~dy Arevie~s and approves the bylaws and the rules and 

regulations of the m~dical ~taff of the inpatient care service. 

14. The responsibilities of the governing body are written, formally adopted, 
dated and available to all members of the governing body. The respon
sibilities include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following: 

A. Approving of the hospice program's goals and objectives; 
B. Evaluation of the program's performance with regard to its stated 

purpose, goals, and objectives; 
C. Determining and approving of policies to govern the program; 
D. Assuring fiscal solvency and adequacy of financial resources; 
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E. Planning for long-term development and maintenaQce;· 
F. Supporting a comprehensive quality assurance progra~; _and 
G .~\Providt·'; the necessary support for implementing i .' and reporting the 

activities of, interrelated mechanisms of :the home care and inpatient 
I' services for monitoring patient care and for identifying and resolving 

problems. '. 
:; 

GOAL TWO 

The governing body avoids conflict of interest. 

RATIONALE 

A governing body member whose decisions may be influenced by direct or indirect 
personal benefit may not be serving in the best interests of the hospice program 
end the community. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. There is full written disclosure of hospice program ownership and control. 

2. The governing body develops and implements a written conflict of interest 
policy that includes the following: 

A. A description of the method and content of disclosure by governing 
body members; 

B. Guidelines for the resolution wit-hin.a specific time frame, of any 
existing conflict of interest; and 

C. A defined ongoing mechanism for monitoring the conflict of interest 
policy and a specified time period for regular review of the policy. 

GOAL THREE 

The governing body provides for the orientation of its members. 

RATIONALE 

Orientation provides the means by which new governing body members can relate 
their expertise to hospice program functions and responsibilities and thereby 
participate in governing bcdy discussions and decisions. 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1. An orientation is provided for each new governing body member and addresses 
at least the functions and responsibilities of the governing body and the 
history, services, and purpose of the hospice program. 

'. 

.' 
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: .. ~ 
Chapter Eight 

Management and Administration 

ET! 

""tJfiii~7 .. J OJ! . " !' 

spice .progrci\ is managed in a manf'er consistent with the authori ty and 
";'-:"' •. r."'. ;;;r';';e·$~.pl\io::n~~sibi1ity conferred by the" governing body to accomplish program goals and 

. "",' . ::,;.~ :....,c.""""'., " 

.-' cibJe,ctives. 
~~,.~ .. :;S;~;~~t r •. ~ ,J' 

; r";fRATIONALE. 1:;:· 

.: .·,J9';" ::~:~~:; ~:.rr:: . 
-.:,~~ The:b0spice program is a complex organization, an,d its management is responsible 
~;v.!'forThsing· limited resources efficiently while maintaining -high standards of 

,,\," pafi"e?t/family care commensurate with currently available clinical knowledge and 
, .... skills. The qualifications and commitment of individuals in management posi

.. ':;' t1ons-~:( as well as the effectiveness and efficiency of systems for supporting 
~~~~pat~ent/family care, are essential to fulfilling these responsibilities. 

;Jh~;~.'f,j~:: 
.. :.F:-' ""'CHARAcTE'rJSTICS ,~-, 
" :. r· ,J ., w'.' 2J1.';s , -,,'. - ..;,' ...... ,",~~ .... , .... ~'~.~I ... ~i\. r' -,' . .". _ .~ 

:~'.~':" i .1~~¥f'~··qualified hospice program' director, selected in accordance with hospice 
I,> 'i::!;,: pnfgram or institution or agency policy, is responsible for operating. the 

,,;' .·;:z..'~)?spice program in a manner consistent with the authority conferred by the 
--.~ -~ ·_~~:$'governing body. 

: :',:;::i ?;ltt~i~' H~7 ~ . 
:'~ti..::; . ~There are written requirements stating the l!1~n~mum education and 

,}~~.#"~~.~ experience required for the position of hospice program director. 
-,.;"-', '.- 01. 

t~~~:f!t' ~ .. 

:~;;2'~~~.h.e hospice program director designates an individuai to act in his or her 
:- ,;;:.:. j·:"~;;f;:absence. 

.. c,~;,~, 
.. ~ .•. 

-~3 .'.~ 'Th'~ responsibilities of the hospice program director include, but are not 
-,:~~~"nec~ssarily limited to, the following: 

J ... 

:;,;;~~~m~· :~ ... ,,,,,. 
Implementation~of the policies approved by the governing body; 

. Effective utilization of personnel and resources to achieve program 
·goals; 
Administration and evaluation of the program and interdis'ciplinary 
team services; and 

~ ~<P-articioation with 
,.', dying .. 

~.;5 l!')~ 

organizations that work to improve the care of the 
, .... _ 40 

wr-itten policies and procedures to guide the hospice program 
and the administrative staif in at least the following areas: 

The crganiza tion of programwide adminis tra t i ve funct ions, \01i th c1 ear 
delegation of duties, responsibilities, and lines of authority and 
accountability; . 

-, 



B. 

.. C. 

D. 
E. 

F. 
~ 

G. 

H. 

I. 
J. 
K. 

L. 
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The establishment of the services needed for the efficient and effec
tive functioning of the hospice; 
Communication bet~een program administration, the home care and 
inpatient care coordinator(s), interdisciplinary team members, and the 
governing body; 
Compliance with applicable federal and state la~s and regulations. 
The establishment of internal controls to monitor the accuracy and 
reliability of data, and promote administrative efficiency; 
The control of inventories, purchasing procedures, product selection 
and evalLr'3.tion, and supply distribution; 
The establishment of a administrative reporting system that provides 
understanda~le ~nd standardized reports; 

- ~ 

Protection and- judicious use of the hospice program's physical 
resources; 
The ongoing assessment of the community's hospice care needs; 
Efforts to obtain community input and support of the hospice progra~; 
The development of long-term and short-term program plans that reflect 
community hospice care needs; and 
The development of evaluative reports ~n the efficiency and effective
ness and costs of hospice program service activities. 

5. The hospice program director provides written plans to -guidOe, and can 
confirm implementation of the personnel policies ~nd procedures as stated 
in Chapter Nine of this Manual. 

.~\ ....... -.. 

6. The bnspice-~iogram director provides a ~ritten plan that states the method 
and ° frequency of reviewing all program and interdisdplinary team service 
pon cies and procedures at least annually. The plan addresses the 
following: 

A. The appointment of a review committee by the hospice program director; 
B. The composition and qualifications of the review committee; 
C. The initiation of revisions of policies and procedures; and 
E. Evidence of the annual revie," of the cotnr.littee chairperson. 

7. The hospice program director provides written fiscal policies and practices 
that address the implementation of at least the following: 

A. An annual revenue and expense budget, with line items paralleling the 
hospice program's plan of organization; 

B. A budgetary process in which at least the hospice program director, 
the home care and inpatient care coordinator(s), and the governing 
body participate; 

C. An annual certifieci financial audit conducted by an outside 
accountant; 

D. The control of accounts receivable and payable, the handling of cash, 
and the establishment of credit arrangements; 

E. The preparation t in accordance with program policy, of comparative 
financial statEments of budget versus actual revenue and expenses on 
an accrual basis; and 

F. Reports on the nature and extent of available financial resources. 
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8. The hospice program director provides written plans to guide the collection 
and analysis of statistical data_I.elevant to program evaluation, service 
uti]::.ization rE~yiew, and problem-solving activities. 

J. _:: ., 

, 
i 

/ 
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P.oEpice program personnel policies and procedures are developed, adopted, and 
maintained.· These policies ~ and procedures. promote the obj ectives . of hospice 
services and provide for an adequate number.o~ qualified personnel, during all 
hours of operation, to .. ,support the hospi ce services and provide high quali ty 
care. ';'<' ;:a'l1::'<:i.\':S~;i ~~". . ;:('is~'.;J~" 

~."~~~ONAL~ ~~¥~~::5 jf;r:. -,~iJE-: .. 
'D The qualifications of the, individuals providing hospice program services, and 

. the eff~ctiveness and efficiency of the systems for collecting, storing, and 
~reviewing pertinent personn~l information,'greatly affect the maintenance of a 
supportive, effective working environment ,and high standards of patient/family 
care. 

!.. - .~ . !.~ 
_ .. - ::1",' ,~. • -: ~J : > •• " •• 

.~: ~~~!1P.f!,\~ 

~!i~:-,,7 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1 •. 

'"- :~ . .. 

2. 

3. 

The hospice program director appoints an 
implementing and coordinating personnel 
mainta~n:i?~ personnel records. 

individual to be responsible for 
policies and ~procedures and for 

There is 
addresses 
forms. 

',1 

a written organization plan for personnel services. The plan 
at least the supervision of the processing of employment-related 

. r" 
£;.l ~.-'- -.. 7 ~ ~ .. ' ~ . ~" -.= ~,S;t!i~:~;i'~ :;, ."' 

Personnel 
•. ,;s~~':';::) i·{!:: J,~~'" . .ri:t9c'-lt .,.:''!'.':' -::~*"~~1:0~:', . 

records are maintained in a manner that. assures.:.confidentiali ty 
and hospice program policy specifies who has .access'4to~yarious types of 
personne 1 inf orma tion. .: f· _ ,"-,,, : . ,: l:'tOJ ';; :, -: 

,_~-4t:v.l'he1;'e---",-~r.e :~r~!tte~ .... policies. and procedures~rthat· \perta~.to';;at '"least,' the 
.,-,--,-::~~ following: to-'tm,-·~'":r-~ "~;,:,.-~ .. ;'t-:'5'~~> ':]'l:r~:;~e\HF' 

A. 
B. 

C. 

:. :-.-::' : c. :: c ~trt~:.; :; 
Employee benefits-. ~,.:~.:;J- ~tr~ 

The recruitment and selection of employees. Hiring practices, which 
are written and are consistent with the needs of th~ hospice program, 
include at least 1,...an-:::: Ttl :,'j" ; ~.r4; c:':.r,;.fl' . 
(1) job-related criteria for selecting employees, and ... , 7 

(2) a policy concerning the availability of bilingual' personnel when 
people who speak languages other than English make substantial 
use of the program. .:~:-p.' - -,<,: :', .' _ - :::b ,5::. 

Terminati~~_~= employment. 'il;:i '1, > : :~;r~~l~:~~' 
_, j. ~i._:. - , - - ,-:. 

, , 
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,~t" 

:;J.r '.~ .. ; . 
1¥~!' ~~.\v.,.-' . .... ,,,,:1;. 

~.~~ :.~\ ,,:: . '"; 
J-!" -'-:..-. -;",. 

D. ~ ,-<;' Employee grievances and appeals procedures. 
E. ~JSalety'.~', , -. . 

. f-. "\wi;. Employee .ihJur1es and incident reports;i/.· 
G. ~~Wages, hours, and salary administration. 
H.·~Rules of conduct. 
1. "~Di:sc.ipl.inary systems. 
J. :,iEqU'al employment opportunities and affirmative action policies; 
K. "Liability insurance. 
L. 'The' accept,ance of gratuities. 
M. The' determination that all personnel are medically capable 

. performing assigned tasks • 
. : -.t ~II( h~r::! .~>,j ~J. , ':">i' 

of 

5. There are written policies and proced~res that state the lines of authority 
and reporting of all hospice employees, including volunteers. 

6. Personnel procedures are implemented to assure compliance with fiA.eral, 
state, and local laws related to employment practices. '-.. =-

'7. There is written documentation to verify that the personnel policie.s and 
" procedures' apply to all hospice program employees and are explained and .-.: 

'made available to each employee. ,~ ::)1.:-_ 

A. ~ JT'The- polities and procedures are available to nonemployees upon 
.... request • .......... 

B. There is a mechanism for notifying employees of changes in policies 

D 
and procedures. 

8. There'is writt·el"\ documentation of staff· a.rientation initiated for each new 
employee beforQ:'or during the first week of employment. 

9. 

~ r: 

A pers-onnel record is maintained 
contains the following information: 

A. ,The application for employment; 

for each hospice program employee and 

B • .".." Documentation of both written and verbal references; 
C.j~~Verification of licensure, certification, and/or renewals; 
D.··' "'age and salary information, including all adjustments; 
E. Performance appraisals; 

, . 
F. Initial and subsequent health clearances; 

, , ... ~-~.- G. _.' Counseling actions; , 
• ________ H. Disciplinary actions; 

I .'~ Commenda.tj.ons; and 
J. -Inciden-f 'reports. 

- , " .. -

10. For" each position in the program, there is a written job description that 
includes the following information: 

A. ,- Thee position title; 
B. The department, service, or unit; 
C. The direct supervisor's title; 
D. If a supervisory position, the personnel supervised and degree of 

supervision; 
E. The tasks and responsibilities of the job; 

.. 



11. 

r • 

G. 

I, .-

;..; 

~.:ii1 !~ 
~~~. ~~',~:(. 
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,,~~:: ,,"ili'~":" 
The minimum leveL of~education, ,'training, and/or related work 
experience requireq ;". an~-= 
Dccumenta tion cf changes"l.1n qualificati ons, duties, and other major 
job-rela ted factors';: " . 

~.~~;.t:.,. 
',r '_ "'> 

There are written performance appraisals for each position in the program. 
An appraisal:'~!~.~ .~: 

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 

E. 

- --
is maintained in the employee's personnel rec~rd; 
is related to the job description; 
is conducted during the initial employment 
is conducted at least annually after the 

period; 
initial employment period; 

"" and .... ~ -~'~,"f'" 

-contain~ "documentation :1~~a't the employee has reviewed the appraisal 
(. and has had an opportunity to cormnent on it. 

\'1:~~~' 
12. The personnel service prepares an annual written report concerning its 

services and functions .--- ~1F 
~~::I/~~ 
,;.".) 
'j:~," 

"(.~~ 

. -li~~ ~~ .. 

>.~~~.:; 

'j;; 
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GOAL ONE ..:.. ' ..... ~.. -. ., ... 

The app~cpriate a~location of hospice resources is demonstrated 
uti lization review:; (,Hogram that 'includes the home care, inpatient 

interdi:cipl,inar~r t.:?am se;vices~ ';!I)} _ :~!:: 

through a 
care, and 

RATIONALE 
_ .... , :. r~ .~ 

In striv jn~ to provide- high-qua1it'y' patient care in the most cost-effective 
manner, the' administration of the hospice program needs information regarding 
the utilization of resources~ '-:"!JJ:," 

CEARACTERISTICS 

, 
! • 

" .;. . 

A written plan that" describes" the' u'ti1ization review program and governs 
its operations is implemented. The written plan is approved by the 
governing body and the hospice program director. 

" " , " . 
~, , ,;' 

The wri~ten-vlan addresses at Least the following: 

~ T"'. 

A.~7; The appointment and composition of the utilization review committee 
which includes at leasi- one representative each from the inter

B. 
C. !.' 

D. 
E. 

disciplinary team, home care, and inpatient services; 
,The responsibility and authority of committee members; 
How the find:ln-gs' of the -: c~nuid.ttee' are interrelated with the quality 

. -.- -" :3~.I~:...-!.)."J· .... ;~"-assurance program; , 
The frequency of committee-meetings; 
The composition and dissemination of a report of the committee's 
findings at least annually; 

F;' 'Procedures forO-conducting 'concurrent ,and retrospective reviews; __ ~ 
-G:'''' A conflict-of-fn'terest policy applicable to all review activit:ies and, 

H. 

1. 

as deterrr,ined by hospice program policy, to resultant findings and 
recomrr.endations; 
A confidentiality poUcy applicable to all utilization review 
activities and to resultant findings and recommendations; and 
The mechanisms used' to identifyutiliiation-related problems. ,,_ 1 

~A.. ~."._~ .. ---~ ... -

3. At least annually, the utilization review committee reviews a defined 
number of medical records, selected randomly through a specific mechanism, 
to assess the appro~riateness.~nd adequacy of the services provided. 

~ .. 

~, . -





.
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Chapter Eleven 

Quality Assurance 

GOAL ONE 
.... i:. 
• J:." 

The hospice program has a well-defined, organized quality assurance' program 
designed to enhance patient/family care through the ongoing objective 'assessment 
of important aspects of care and the correction of identified prob1ems·.~.{ 

RATIONALE 
,·,-:t 
... ~ .... 

Hospice programs are complex organizations in ~hich the results of-: patient/ 
family care depend on the interrelated contributions of a varie~y of health care 
services and personnel. A major component of the interdisciplinary team's 
endeavors to deliver patient/family care that is optimal within' 'available 
resources and consistent with achievable goals is the operation of a' quality 
assurance program. ~rlT. 

CHARACTERISTICS ." - ... 
;'.J" 

1. The hospice program director designates a committee to implement and 
maintain the overall hospice Plogram quality assurance program. 

2. The quality assurance committee includes a representative from the hospice 
program administration, interdisciplinary team services, home care and 
inpatient services, and the medical staff of the inpatient service. 

3. 

i .. 

The type and frequency of all quality assurance activities in the hospice 
program are defined in a written pl~.n which addresses at:;'.L~;,ast the 
following: .~'~t 

A. 

c. 

The development, adoption, and implementation 
assurance plan for each type of service-
(1). bereavement services, 
(2). nursing services, 
(3). physician services, 
(4). psychological and social work services, 
(5). volunteer services, 
(6). home care services, and 

-..... ,..f' 

of an individual quality 

.c 7)~. _inpa t ien t services; S21."\.>j"':::j;;_,;.-.~, 

~The"-in~egration of findings fr6m : the :,lI\onitoring,eva1"Ja.t4on~v and 
problem-solving activities of each quality assurance plan into the 
overall hospice program quality assurance program; and 
Delegation of responsibility for the implementation of and reporting 
for each quality assurance plan and the overall hospice program 
quality assurance program. 

. "-'''~ ........ 

" t, 
r 

," 



\ . 

s. 

6. 

,:~~. ,~1t. _~ 
';{ '." '<:J'"l 

'~'·,,~·I: "", ..... .,. ," "0;.... ~ 

:~~~~-.•• 
the'f~!!dings of'~~he individual quali ty assurance plans are reported. as 
defined '<in hos.pice program policy. to the governing body. the hospice 
., ."".~.-...... ;. 

prograo .. administration. and the coordinator(s) of the interdisciplinary 
team, home care ., .... and inpatient services. 
; , ,t, "J;~~? 1),. 
The indi~idual ,quality assurance plans and the overall hospice program 
quality assurance program include at least the following components: 

..L 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

''';:~.:. ,~ ... 
Problem identification; 
Problem assessment; 

t- • 
Problem correct10n; 
Problem monftoring; and 
Evzluation. 'documentation, 

~~. ~ 1.Q ~ .. " . :!IZ!: 
~: 

and follow-up. 

The quality assurance program includes identification of actual and/or 
potential problems or related concerns in the care of patients/families 
through at least--the following sources of data: 

'" -- "]':~:'::' !~'t.fl 
A. Findings of the quality assurance activities of each service; 

7. 

B. Utilization review findings; and 
C. Incident reports. 

:' .~:h: ,}, 

The quality assurance program includes obj ective assessment of the cause 
and scope of the'problems and concerns identified. Problem assessment has 
the following characteristics: 

.f..... ..,:; ~ . .::' 

A. Prospective7"concurrent, and retrospective assessment of ,the actual or 
po'tential problems identified; 1/ 

B. Adequate sampling of the services, disciplines, and individuals 
'., ".' -iIlVolved iit-the problems identified; and 

C •.. The"1i'se' of'~ritten criteria that, when applied to actual practice, can 
C'"' .-.~ ~ ....... ,-...... 

resu'lt in measurable improvement in regard to patient/family care and 
, ' , clinical performance • 

. =';L .>: ~~';:.~ _ " '~':i.: 
8~' "" The qua1.ity assurance program incorporates methods for the implementation 

of decisions or':-actions designed to eliminate or reduce identified pro-
blems. .. 

~' 

9. There is evidence that the recommendations of the quality assurance 

10. 

committee are the,~basis of action in the preceding twelve months in anyone 
or more of the following areas: 

~~~ 

A. Administration or supervision; 
B. Inservice or continuing education; and 
C. Patient/family services. 

-". ,,::' 

., " . ~~·'fr 
The results of corrective actions taken are monitored periodically to 
assure th~t th~ identified problems have been eliminated or satisfactorily 
reduced. Finding suitable solutions to problems is a function and respon
sibility. '1' as appropriate. of the governing body. the hospice prograr:t 
. -. I .' . 

administration •. ' ~the medical director, and/or interdisciplinar-y team 
mempers ."J,. 

'~n ~. 
D a! 

(' 
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11. There is evidence that the individual quality assurance plans and the 
overall hospice program quality assurance plan are reviewed at least 
annually and revised as appropriate. 

I, .,-",. 

If 

i· 

.- , 
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HOSPICE •••••• A COORDINATED PROGRAM OF HOME AND INPATIENT HEALTH CARE THAT PROVEDES OR 
COORDINATES PALLIATIVE AND SUPPORTIVE CARE TO MEET THE NEEDS OF A TERMINALLY 
ILL PERSON AND HIS FAMILY ARISING OUT OF PHYSICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, SPIRITUAL, 
SPCIAL, AND ECONOMIC STRESSES EXPERIENCED DURING THE FINAL STAGES OF 
ILLNESS AND DYING AND THAT INCLUDES FORMAL BEREAVEMENT PROGRAMS AS AN 
ESSENTIAL COMPONENT. 

HISTORY OF HOSPICE 
1967 Dr. Cicely Saunders, Medical Director of St. Christopher';s:"Hospice, London 

1974 

1~78 

1978 

1980 
1981 
1982 

admitted first hospice patient. 
New Haven Hospice, first in the United States, opened with state approval of 

their home care program. 
First Annual Hospice Meeting 75 hospice programs attended 

1. Dr. Saunders stressed the need for standards and criteria to preserve 
the integrity of hospice 

2 •. National Standards and Accreditation committee formed 
Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare funded 26 hospice demonstration projects 

to determine the efficacy of hospice care for terminally ill persons/families 
Specific Standards of Care were accepted at the annual meeting. 
Discussion of third-party reimbursement studied by NHO . 
Admendment to the Medicare Act introduced and passed by Congress 

aflows reimbursement for hospice care for Medicare recipients 
Joint Commission on the Accrecidation of Hospitals (JCAH) presented 

standards to NHO meeting. 
NHO membership endorsed JCAH standards of care 
800 identified hospice programs nationwide. 

• SERVICES OF A HOSPICE PROGRAM 

~4 hours a day, 7 days a week on-call nurses for crisis intervention 
• liaision between patient/family and physician 
• .coordination of appropriate community services 
• control of distressing symptoms and pain 
• respite for the person assuming the responsibility of care 

.. PERSONS INVOLVED ON THE INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM 

• 

patient and family members 
patient's attending physician 
hospice nurses, volunteers 

LICENSING 

.. ' others as needed such as: 
social workers, counselors, clergy 
physical therapist, dietician 

April 1982 ••• Nine states had some type of hospice-specific legislation 
February 1983 Nine states had hospice-specific legislation pending 

.. WHY LICENSING? 

• 

III 

• The Federal govermnemt will begin reimbursing hospices for Medicare recipients 
Nov. 1083 

• Montana Hospice providers anticipate that Federal standards for reimbursement 
will not allow the flexability which may be necessary to deliver care in a 
rural state • 

• State licensing will assure quality of care in Montana by reviewing programs which 
may choose not to seek Medicare reimbursement. 

• State licensing process includes a review of the need for service in a given area. 
POSSIBLE STANDARDS MODELS 

• National Hospice Organization Standards 
• Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals Standards 
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When considering these terms as they relate to Hospice, one is not talking of the 
concept; one is talking of the program. Concepts are general, philosophic, non-specific. 
Programs are definable, service-oriented, specific. By virtue of the clarification.of 
meaning which occurs when one moves from the general to the specific, it should be no 
great surprise that those who think they agree in concept may find cause for disagree
ment when they seek to make the principles practical. 

It has been suggested that the whole idea of making the hospice concept practical 
by setting standards and pursuing mechanisms of accreditation and licensure is inappro
priate and impractical. I find such a suggestion unrealistic for three very practical 
reasons: (1) Without generally accepted standards, there can be no recognition of 
those characteristics that make hospice unique. When there is no common definition for 
a word or description of content for a program, then meaningful communication about such 
subjects become impossible because there is no consensus as to meaning. Thus, for its 
own credibility, Hospice must define itself or else the very word will become meaning
less in practice. (2) Without an accredi.tation process based on such standards, there 
can be no assurance for the public or for other health care programs that there is 
quality or competence or consistency in the provision of Hospice care by the individual 
program. (3) Without licensure, hopefully based on sta~dards and accreditation, there 
can be no expectation of appropriate reimbursement which would provide for the unique 
structure and process of Hospice program function. Financial security and consequent 
long-term viability for Hospice programs will be in doubt until this happens. 

STANDARDS 

In my three years on the Standards and Accreditation Committee of NHO, I worked 
with a number of persons commited to the concept of hospice. They came from a variety 
of professions, locations and programs. They bega~ their work by examining the charac
teristics of existing Hospice programs which had set the example which triggered the 
hope that there really was a practical way to provide more appropriate care for the ter
minally ill. The resultant Standards of a Hospice Program of Care was endorsed by. the 
Board of Directors of the NHO in February 1979, and by the membership-at-large in 
November 1979. (They are available at cost at the NHO offices.) The Standards were 
composed with one overriding concern--to outline the common characteristics of Hospice 
programs which had proven themselves in practice as being able to provide palliative 
care which met the total needs of the terminally ill and their families in both a com
petent as well as compassionate manner. Provided this patient need is met, the Standards 
allow leeway for a variety of organizational models. In themselves, the Standards are 
not sufficiently specific or measurable to qualify as an instrument for quality review 
(accreditation), licensure or reimbursement--nor were they meant to be. But they do 
establish a base on which to build these necessary evaluative procedures. 

Five of these standards are truly unique in America, which is to say they are not 
currently accredited, reimbursed ... or available. They are: 

(1) The direct provision of care by an interdisciplinary team. 
(2) Integrated, centralized administrative structure directly responsible 

for both inpatient and home care. 
(3) 24-hour per day, 7-day per week availability of service. 
(4) Medical director on staff. 
(5) Bereavement care program. 
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If developing programs find it difficult to develop and provide such services, then 
they can recognize why such services are not routinely available. But Hospice stand
aFds were not written to describe what is convenient for the caregiver program; they 

.were written to describe what is necessary for a program to have if it realistically 
expects to meet patient/family needs. If developing Hospice programs compromise their 
commitment to these ideals for the sake of expediency, then they have compromised the 
justification for their existence because they will not be any different from what 
already exists in the health care field. 

ACCREDITATION 

Consider the fantastic promise made in the name of hospice: total care, family 
support. around-the-clock service. coordinated inpatient and home care programs. grief 
and bereavement support. integrated professional and volunteer service, staff support 
programs, etc. Such care does not just happen; it requires a high degree of profes
sional competence in both the administrative and in the health care fields as well as 
much human sensitivity and compassion on the part of all involved. For the protection 
of th_e public which seeks such care, for the the well-being and security of whose who 
would provide such care, for the maintenance of the good reputation the word "Hospice" 
currently enjoys, standards of reference need to be applied. 

~ Accredit~tion is a voluntarily required application of a national standard, 
whereby a local program seeks out an objective assessment of itself by its peers and 
demonstrates its willingness to learn and improve itself in the process. The NHO is 
working actively to develop an accreditation process which is sensitive to the unique 
characteristics of Hospice programs, will measure not only structure and process but 
also outcome, and will be sufficient and nonduplicative of other accreditation efforts. 
Thus, Hospice programs will need only a single review instead of expending fees and 
staff time on a number of less comprehensive assessments and, hopefully, such review 

~ will be responsive to the needs of the Hospice program and assist in their development. 

LICENSURE 

Licensure is a state regulated process whereby the state determines Whether the 
~.siven health care program in its territory has the right t~hnge-ror"Serv:l:c1!"--pYOv-~"d. 

Some states require that a Certification of Need be obtaineaJfirst-~to-do~~ent--tna~--
the program is providing a needed, nonduplicative service--before the program can apply 
for the review process necessary to obtain-a license. 

Reimbursement is essential for the long-term viability of Hospice programs, just 
as it is for any health care provider system. To-oe-allie-to contInue to proviae for 
the needs of patients adequately means being able to provide for the security and peace 
of mind of the staff in the material as well as in the psychological and professional 
sense. Hospice "costs" in a variety of ways. If programs expect to be able to provide 
care "on the basis of need rather than the ability to pay", some ongoing mechanism of 
financial support is needed. And the reimburser is going to want some clear-cut defini
tion of what it is they are paying for in terms of services, personnel, location of 
care, duration of service, etc. 

JI Since licensure is a state regulated process, the appropria~~o~ganization to 
I_develop this process in each state _~s ~~~r~a~i~if.iol1 ~~ __ H_os~~c:_?r~g~~lll~ ~~:h_~~ __ ~~t 
--state. Trre-NHOCJfrice ~s reaay to aav~se and ass~st focal Hosp~ce programs ~n th~s - -~ --------- --_.---_........ _._----_ ... _- ----.. -~-.~-.-.-.-

- area of emIeavor. There area-gr-owing number ofSfat-es- where Hospice legislative----
---analor --regulations based on the Standards have been passed; these also would be good 

references and sources of assistance to the others when needed. 
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HOSPICE: MEDICARE'S NEWEST PROVIDER 

While Congressional budget cutters this year handed Medicare the 
largest reductions in its 17-year history, the lawmakers simultaneously 
voted to create a new provider under that same program. The bill to 
recognize hospice services as a benefit under Medicare was overwhelming
l~·approved. It offered Medicare beneficiaries with a terminal progno
sis of six months 'or less the oppor'tunity to be cared for in a hospice 
as ari' alternative to the traditional cure-oriented system. The timing 
for the bill was perfect. After three months of pre-election budget 
cutting, it gave Congress an image of generosity and in the process 
promised to save potentially sizable sums for the Medicare program. 

Hospice legislation was introduced'in the House (H.R.5180) and in 
the Senate (S.1958) in December 1981 by Rep. Leon Panetta (D-Calif.) and 
Sense Rob~rtDole ~R-Kans.) and John Heinz (R-Pa.). Hospice care as a 
r-tedicare benefit wf':' sigDedinto law.as part of the 1982 Tax Equity and 
Fiscal Responsibil'~ty A<;.t (P •.. L. 97-248). Only two hearings were held, 
one by the House Ways & ~ean~ Health panel and one field hearing by the 
Senate Aging Committee. The speed with which the hospice bill found "its 
way into law has caused some concern among both members of Cong~ess and 
Administration officials who fear that demand for the new benefit will 
exceed the estimates and the potential savings will have been over
stated. During budget conference delib~~ations last August, Sen. Rus
sell Long CD-La.) remarked that the provision could be an "acorn that 
grows into a giant oak" in terms of costs to Medicare. Administration 
officials have voiced the same .concern, comparing Medicare hospice cov
erage to the experience of Medicare's End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) 
program. Patient load under ESRD grew from 18,000 in 1974 to 68,000 in 
1981 at a cost of $1.5 billion. Opening up Medicare to hospices may 
also spark, the de.y.~lopment of for-prof i t hospices, cri tics charge, ex
ploiting the hos~~te concept of care. The hospice movement in the 
United States traditionally has been characterized by nonprofit, com
munity-based progams that rely heavily on home care and volunteers. 

The concept of hospice care for the terminally ill has been around 
since the 1800s in Europe, but in the United States the movement is rel
atively new. The first hospice program began in Connecticut in 1974. 
In 1978 there were only 75 programs and by 1982 the number had soared to 
more than 800. The primary goal of hospice care is to keep the patient 
comfortable in a home-like setting and a~ f~~c ~f pain as possible. Sup
portlve care to hoth the patient and faml~y 1S lntegral as is the inte~
disciplinary team app~oach. The Congresslon~l Budget Office (eBO) est~
mates that there a~e ahout 50,000 persons belng serverl by hospices annu
ally; 95 percent are cancer patients and 60 percent are Medicare elig
ible; average lenGths of stay vary from 35 days to 02 days. The Health 
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Care financing Administration (HCFA) has found thRt hospice care begins 
on average about 40 to 45 days before death. 

In late June CBO sent Congress a cost analysis of the House bill, 
estimating that in 1983 every new hospice patient would save the Medi
care program $1,120. If the patient were cared for in the hospital, 
cost per patient would be above $6,130, while hospice coverage would 
cost Medicare about $5,000 per user in 1983 including payments for some 
services currently provided by volunteers. The total cost, according to 
CBO, carne to S105 per day for an average hospice stay of 45 days. Dur
ing 1984, the first full year of the benefit, CSO estimated it would 
cost Medicare about Sl million, mostly the result of start-up costs. 
After that, the analysis showed increasing savings -- $16 million in 
1985 and S40 million in 1986. The number of potential US8rs came to 
268,000 in fiscal 1984, but CBO estimated that only about 12,000 of them 
wo~ld be expected to use the new benefit in the first year. 

DEMONSTRATIONS 

A hospice demonstratiqn project supported by HCFA, the Robert Wood 
Johnson f0undation, and the John A. Hartford Foundation got under way in 
the fall of 1980. T~enty-six demonstration project sites, 12 based in 
the community and 14 in hospitals, were given waivers and reimbursed by 
Medicare. The project addressed differences in costs and patterns of 
care between hospices and more traditional treatment as well as quality 
of life issues. Brown University is evaluating the project for HCFA and 
the results are due at about the same time that HCFA is to publish the 
final rules implementing the new hospice benefit and three months before 
the benefit formally begins. Preliminary data from the project current
ly is being used by HCFA in developing the hospice regulations. 

The health insurance industry has endorsed the hospice concept of 
care and several groups are experimenting with a benefit plan. Among' 
them is the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, which has been an 
enthusiastic supporter of hospice care. Thirty-five separate plans cur~ 
rently offer hospice coverage, usuaily through an existing home health 
or inpatient benefit plan. The association has concluded that the most 
successful programs organize local community resources and augment exist
ing services only when necessary. Blue Cross has also found that costs 
for programs that rely primarily on inpatient care corne close to costs 
for traditional health care for the dying. 

THE NEW LAW 

eso's projected savings was the catalyst needed to push the hospice 
bills through Congress. At about the same time the National Hospice 
Education Project took to Capitol Hill. The House Ways & Means Commit
tee included Panetta's bill in its 1983 tax-budget legislation and Heinz 
added the benefit to the Senate bill. Under the benefit, which will be
gin November 1983, all Medicare beneficiaries who are diagnosed as "ter
minal" with a life expectancy of six months of less will be able to elect 
hospice services. In opting for the benefit, beneficiaries must waive 
all other regular Medicare benefits except those of the attending physi
cian. Two gO-day and one 30-day periods of care are covered, giving the 
patient the option to drop hospice care and return to the traditional 
Medicare covered service package. 
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Hospices must provide a "core" of services including nursing care, 
~edical social services under the direction of a physician, physician 
services, and bereavement, dietary, and nutritional counseling. Bereav'e
ment counseling for family members, although required under law, will no~ 
be reimbursed. Noncore services such as inpatient care, respite care, , 
home health aide or homemaker services, medical supplies, drugs, and 
therapy can be contracted out. However, hospices must retain management 
responsibility of all hospice care regardless of where that,care is pro
vided. The law does not allow the total number of inpatient days to ex
ceed 20 percent of the aggregate number of all care days for hospice pro
gams, so there is a strong home health care bias. 

In an attempt to control costs, several co-payments were required. 
Patients must pay 5 percent of hospice costs for outpatient drugs or S5, 
whichever is less. There is a co-payment of 5 percent of hospice costs 
fo~ inpatient respite care that, under the law, is not to exceed the hos
pital inpatient deductible applicable for the benefit period. Original
ly, the bills set reimbursement at 75 percent of average Medicare costs 
for treating patients with cancer. However, CBO found that the 75 per
cent average was much too high, about Sll,OOO, and a 40 percent limit, 
estimated at $5,840, would come closer to the actual cost. 

Broadly defined in the law, a hospice can be either a public or 
private group or subdivision of such a group as long as it provides care 
on a 24-hour basis, provides bereavement care, employes an interdisci
plinary team, provides or supervises hospice services, and is licensed 
according to state laws. Eleven states currently have such laws. Be
cause lhe hospice concept in tllis country relies heavily on the work of 
volunteers, Congress required that a hospice program use volunteers and 
maintain records on cost savings through their use. Within these re
quirements, hospitals, nursing homes, and home health agencies, nonprofit 
and proprietary, have the opportunity to ~egin programs. 

Congr~ss gave HCFA until Septembe~ 1983 to publish final rules set
ting hospice standards and the reimbursement methodology. In order to 
meet that deadline/~:r~CF.l\ plans to have a notice of p~oposed t"ulem.'iking 
published early thi:; wint.~er an,d some 40 staff members have been as::igncd 
to that task. The lu~e o'f fede~al funds ami the complexities or fede~al 
regulations have some critics of the benefit concerned about the futu~e 

of the hospice movement. Some worry that hospitals or nursing homeS 
will simply label a wing as a hospice. However, proponents say that 
Congress built in enou:]h guidelines and safeguards. Even S0, the futun? 
shape of th,~ hospice pt-ograrn mi"ly well be determined by how strictly HCFA 
interp~ets the guidelines. Even the seemingly simple task of defining a 
hospice becomes prohlematic. HCFA f~ces three major strategic issues in 
developing the regulations: payment methodology, the requirements for 
facilities providing inpatient care, and the responsibilities of a hos
pice, particularly maintaining "professional management responsibility" 
for services it does not provide di~ectly. Still another issue is ' .... hat 
r )le, if an·y, Jct'\[f "iill play. JeAIi recently completed a hospice acct-ed
.... ting st.Etnd~lrcls r:l.~!:;,ual and JeAI/'s board I,/i11 be voting next month on 
whAther to qo tnto the hospi.ce accrecitin(] business . 

...... l~h0~,;h the lel]i:.:;lati.on ('st.:1hli:;hed <.l cap on tot.-I! !:."eir'1bllr;.;(~ment, 
it al:3o :_1ive~; HH:-j th(.' [l(~:<ibi.lity to (k!~i~;lI..l rn·_,t.hod [Ot- ('cirnbur:.irH] hos
pices. The Cd:) l~O(>S not include L1 le:1C.Jlh of stay ~dju~;t!1lent nor: does it 



~~clu~e the services of a patient's attending physician unless the physi~ 
c~an IS,employed by the hospice. The cap may therefore n~t be a~ effec
tIve reImbursement control. Two of the reimbursement optIons helng con
sidered by HCFA are a prospective plan and a reasonable cost ~eimburse
ment system. In developing a prospective plan, HCFA must deCIde whether 
to go with a per capita or per case basis, per diem, or a separate per 
die~ for each level of service. Some have argued, however, that because 
of insufficient data and the unique settings for hospice care, a prospec
tive system would be difficult to develop and implement. HCFA officials 
indicate, however, that the most effective long term reimbursement control 
may be prospective payment and, since costs may well determine whether 
hospice survives as a Medicare benefit, HCFA may not have any choice. 

On~of the most difficult, and hotly dehated issues between hospi-
ces and other pro\,iders are the regulations that will define th-: term ~, 
"professional mari1.")ement responsibility." Hospices must retain this re
sponsibility for ~ervi~es it ha~ arranged regardless of where the ser
vices are furnished. Hospices that are not based in hospitals may hav~ 
some difficulty establishing arrangements for hospital care. This could' 
become a justification for tlospices to construct their own freestanding 
inpatient units, rather than using the services of hospitals and nursing 
homes, within the community. Another question is who becomes legally li
able onc~ a patient is admitted to an inpatient facility. One solution 
would be to allow the attending physician who had participated as part of 
the hospice team to admit the patient and retain management responsibil
ity. Opponents fear that the admitting physician may not be committed to 
the hospice concept and the hospice would in effect be surrendering its 
control of patient care. In this situation, however, hospices would not 
have to make formal arrangements with hospitals for inpatient care. The 
other al~~rnativ~ would be to require the hospice itself to retain con
trol in all ,set'cings. Although this option may encourage hospices to 
build ,freestanding inpatient units, payment could be controlled more 
tightlyfbecause all reimbursement will flow through the hospice. 

Since hospices are required to provide inpatient care, HCFA must al
so establish the conditions under which~'those providers can participate 
in the program and how the standards will relate to other federal require
ments for facilities already certified to participate in Medicare. Hos
pices will be given separate provider status but the legislation directs 
HHS to coordinate existing standards for multiple providers. The ques
tion then becomes how to write the regulati9ns so that they are not dup
licative or contrary to existing requirements while developing the most 
efficient way for hospices to relate to other providers. The degree to 
which hopitals and nursing homes participate and how the hospice program 
will be integrated into the existing provider community may largely be 
determined by these d~cisions. Even with the safeguards built into the 
law, HCFA has been given considerable discretion and flexibility. If the 
findings from the HCFA demonstration project vary considerably from the 
assumptions used to write the law, Congress has built in an important 
safeguard -- a sunset provision that stops the hospice benefit in Novem
ber 1986 unless Congress votes to continue it. It is clear that the hos
pice concept of care is rapidly becoming a part ,of the nation's health 
care system. However, in light of this Administration's budget cutting 
philosophy, it is something of an anachronism that hospice found its way 
into a federal program so quickly. 

Karen Glenn. Editor Susan Galyon. Production Manager 
Luci Switzer Koizumi. Managing, Editor Erlinda Guillermo, Circulation Manager 
Richard Sorian, Associate Editor James T, Fullerton, Circulation Director 

George p, Lutjen, Publisher 



Hospice movement grovving; but care standards lleeded 
l1y Martha Lemke 
Executive Director 

Hmpice or erNtN Purtland 

With the explosion of hospice pro· 
srams around the United States (from 
seven programs in 1976 to an anticipated 
800 + by the end of this year). attention 
has been focused more and more on the 
need for standards of care. 

The impetus for standards develop. 
ment are three· fold: 

1. To guide the development of 
new programs; 

2. To guarantee to the public 
some level of quality services; and 

3. To qualify programs for reim· 
bursement. 

St.l:1d,m:!s devdop:nent in Oreson be· 
gan in 1979 with passage of a bill by the 
Oregon Legislature which established a 
task force to consider the questions of 
standards. licensure, regulation, and ac· 
creditaHon. This task force recommended: 

1. That accreditation is the most 
appropriate level of hospice regula
tion; 

2. That a continuing advisory 
committee on hospice care be es
tablished under the auspices of the 
Health Division; and 

3. That the Health Division 
should draft enabling legislation to 
implement the advisory committee. 
H.B. 2085 v .. as introduced in the 1981 

Session at the requE:st of the Oregon 
Council of Hospices. This bill would 
have provided for the advisory commit· 
tee. It failed to pass - not because the 
Legislature did not like the idea (support 
for hospice was encouraging). but be
cause there were no public funds to 
undenvrite the effort. 

In spite of this discouragement. the 
Oregon Council of Hospices felt strong· 
Iy the need to purslIe local development 
of standards and to encourage accredita· 
tion. With full support flOm the Council 
and dedicilted volunteer efforts by 
Council members. the process began. 

First. the COtl!lcil becalne thc central 
core of t:'1(' :\ckisory Committce Oil 

Hospice .-\ccreditation. sd lip by the 
State HeJlth Di\'i~ion at the request (If 

thc COt;i't':: ':c'J .. 1 di~(U5s:un d:.lt \V.I' 

written .1!1ci cifCuiJtt'd for COrinncnt to all 
!'('rsull~ .1 :,,: cl:i:,:mil..11 illlh Jffcck,j 1,)' ('1 

!!ltert'stl,,1 :;1 sllch ~\.lIldan.k C~Jff('I;tly. a 
~.'c ('i ,J \ 1: Jtt :~ L·cing rc.ldicd fpl" fcvit'I·:. 

The I"ll'n~ of tlk' :;t.lIId.mL .~:1,1 voL"1 
t.lI)' aClTt",.J::.1iinll i, tl) l'l1l,'~!r.,(_~L' the 
hi:~·~·I.·",t q:' d;ty elf h\}~;pit(' t~n ... · . .'\cc!'l'dj· 

,4 , 

lation standards list cri:eriJ which ddine 
optimal carl' to the paiient Jnd family. 
whenever' cart' i') given. or from what
('vcr type of hospice or administrative 
setting the care is pro\·ided. 

The accreditation process will reflect 
the interdisciplinary nature of hospice 
care and promote education. consultation. 
and collaboration. 

The Oregon Council of Hospice as
sumes responsibility to accredit hospice 
programs in the state of Oregon. In ad· 
dition, the Council will maintain a regis
try of programs which are accredited. To 
accomplish the process of accreditation. 
the Council was recently awarded a 
major grant fro:n the Episcop..t Dio,:cSl? 
of Oregon. 

The timetable is as follows: 
June-July, 1982 - Circulation and 

adoption of second draft of standards, 
and development of a survey instru
ment. 

August - Field Test. 
September - Revision. 
October - Adoption of standards 

and accreditation process by the 
Council. 

December 9 and 10 - Training of 
hospice surveyors. 

January, 1983 - Initiate voluntary 
accreditation of Oregon programs. 

The goal in Oregon is to make hos
pice care available through organiza
tions governed, managed, and staffed 
by people committed to the funda
mental precepts of tht:! hospice 
philosophy. The standards bcin.<; 
d~v·.;'lopcd will further th.!t boal by 
providing a model for development of 
programs. 

Cancer nursing grants announced 
The Oregon Nurses Cancer Educa

tion Program (ONCEP) announces a 
scholarship fund available to any stu
dent interested in enrolling in 
ONCEP courses who is in need of 
financial assistance. Grants will be 
limited to $50, and in most cases only 
one grant will be available to any stu
dent in a calendar year. 

Applications will be reviewed by a 
scholarship committee consisting of 
one staff member, one executive com
mittee member and one ONCEP stu
dent. Grants will be made as quickly 
as possible after the initial January I, 
1983, deadline for applications. For 
information regarding application, 
please call 225-7338. 

Money for these scholarships came 
brgely from contributions to three 
funds: 

a) Honoraria given to Chiulotte 
Wright, IU\ .• \1.\[ .. (1Ild do
natl'd by her for scl101dl'ship 
assisL1I1L'l'; 

b) A nll'llwri.l1 fllnd ,'stablishl'd 
[or till' btl, \brv LOll How
ber!. 1\.1.0., \dH; W.lS ill'~!I'l:
lIll'n!.ll in tht' lk'\l'lopIIlL'Jlt 
of :;Ollle (ll n.'<crl'·~ i:lil:,d 

course offl'rin); -.' .111(\ 

l': i'l:nt!s .\~II L"ll fo 1"11-:) 

P,,\kn!., !{'. by;' eli,'''! 

families and donated -by her 
for ONCEP scholarships. 

Because of current economic condi
tions, many students are having diffi
culty continuing in the program. 
Additional contributions to the 
scholarship fund will be welcome. 

Patient cost limits 
use of esoterica -

- Continued from page 3 

ally manage such tumors very 
economically. 

Ultimately, patient cost will deter
mine the success or failure of these 
very high-energy charged particles. 
For now, the cost is out of reach. 

Summary 

This brief review hilS cited the con
tribution of technological advances to 
R6 years (If pwgress in the .1rtiscience 
of l~adiation Oncology. ('urrent in
vestig<ltions, such as thllSl' described 
above, give prornisl' tl' c,mtinued 
growlh. 

·I~)(hv. ill.l Wt'Ii-t'quippl'.l .wel \\'l'II
st,lfil'd r.,didtiun tlrl'rdj 'y clillic, 
Cc.!:·~·I\r p .. :t;{'lltS CLlll C:""Pl·,"j .. "1 rl',l~~On

dl>k Ch"lkl' Pt Cllft:.' - (If ,1: il'.1st lu~·.1I 
cllntlul ,,: \h"j;' dis!'.!,' · ... 'ill! In.'.1t-
1l1:'i11 ',ic\I" '({l'd:, li1.t! drL' i,'1' :~lC' nH1~;1 

P'"~: l \.Itl;~c· tU;I.·~.1L·L:. 
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NATIONAL HOSPICE ORGANIZl\TION 

STANDARDS OF A HOSPICE PROGRAM OF CARE 

ADMINISTRATION 

Principle: 

The health care delivery system, of which a hospice program is an 
integral part, is regulated by local, State and Federal law. In order 
to provide care in this system, a hospice program must meet the funda
mental requirements for operation and delivery of service. 

Standard 1: The hospice program complies with applicable local, State 
and Federal law and regulation governing the organization and delivery 
of health care to patients and families. 

CONTINUITY OF CARE 

Principle: 

Hospice patients and families may experience a considerable de
gree of fragmentation and alienation. Hospice maintains that continu
ity of care (including both services and personnel) reduces the sense 
of fragmentation and alienation. "Continuity" implies the capacity 
to respond to patient/family needs whenever they arise. It also implies 
enough administrative and staff integration to ensure continuation of 
the same high quality care when the patient moves from horne to inpatient 
unit or vice versa. 

Standard 2: The hospice program provides a continuum of inpatient and 
horne care services through an integrated administrative structure. 

Standard 3: The horne care services are available 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. 

PATIENT/FM1ILY AS THE UNIT OF CARE 

Principle: 

Inclusion of the family in the hospice care program is essential. 
The wishes and desires of the patient/f~~ily are of central importance 
in developing the care plan. The family members are seen both as 
primary caregivers and as needing care and support so that their own 
stresses may be attended to. Attention is also paid to developing a 
quasi-fmnily support network when relatives are not available and a 
patient needs and wants that support. 

Standard 4: The patient/family is the unit of care. 

S't:andard 5; The hospice program has admission cri teri,-, and procedures 
that reflect: 

A. The i " : >'nt/Ic.t:i,ily's desire and n~ed fo:: service 

-D· 



B. Physician participation 
t'· 

I 
C. Diagnosis and prognosi~,' I 

I I 

,;,1/ 
The hospice program encourage,~/family participation in patient care and 
provides support for them! ~ 

.... ' , 

Standard 6: The hospice program seeks to identify, teach, coordinate 
and supervise persons to give care to patients who do not have a family 
member available. 

Standard 7: The hospice program acknowledges that each patient/family 
has its own beliefs and/or value system and is respectful of them. 

PERSONNEL 

Principle: .. 
The amount and type of ca:ce is based on need, as (~stablished with 

the patient and fa~ily. Care is provided by an interdisciplinary staff 
which includes at least the following qualified personnel (core team) : 
Patient and patient's family, physician, nurse, social worker, volunteer, 
clergy. The team is coordinated by a qualified health care professional. 
The team meets regularly to develop and maintain an appropriate plan of 
care and to determine which staff members will intervene and work to
gether in a situation. Regular staff support, education and training 
are also provided, based on a recognized need. 

Standard 8: Hospice care consists of a blending of a professional and 
nonprofessional services, provided by an interdisciplinary team, in
cluding a medical director. 

Standard 9: Staff support is an integral part of the hospice program. 

Standard 10: Inservice training and continuing education are offered on 
a regular basis. 

SYMPTOM CONTROL 

Principle: 

Hospice programs recognize that when a patient and family are 
faced with terminal disease, stress and concerns may arise in many 
aspects of their lives. Optimum symptom control includes addressing 
those stresses and concerns, in addition to the use of appropriate 
therapies. This therapy may be a blend of curative and palliative 
tr2atments that produce the greatest degree of relief from stress 
caused by disease for the longest period of time, with the least un
desired side effects. 

Standard 11: The goal of hospice care is to provide symptom control 
through appropriate palliative therapies. 

Standard 12: Sy:-~.~-·tom control includes assessins und res;.:o~ding to the 
physical, emotional, social and spiritual needs of the patient/family. 

- 2.1-
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Principle: 11} 
t','''' , 

Grief and bereavement are i~rmal reactions to ··loss and death. Grief 
is the highly personal respo~~/to loss; bereavement is the extended pe
riod of deprivation following the loss of a loved one. Grieving may pre
cede an anticipated death- ot-may be delayed for a considerable time. 
Grief may manifest itself in emotional and/or physical distress and may 
affect different family members in different ways at different times. 
Death of a family member can result in a wide range of physical, emotional, 
social, familial, economic and spiritual disruptions. Some persons can 
resolve grief with time and their own. available resources; others may re
quire formal assistance and support over an extended period of time. 

Hospice work includes attention to needs of the bereaved, to assess
ment of needs of the bereaved, both befbre and after a death, and to the 
development of programs and resources tci,.rneet the m.~eds of the bereaved. 
P.ospice encourages the expression of ~rief, recognizes social/religious 
and ethn.ic vari.'lbles in bereaver::ent and supports staff and fam.ly pa.cti
cipa·t.i..on in r..ean£ul funeral services and rituals. 

Standard 13: The hospice program provides bereavement services to sur
vivors' for a period of at least one year. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Principle: 

Hospice is committed to developing and utilizing methods to measure 
and assure quality of patient/family care. 

Standard 14: There will be a quality assurance program that includes: 

A. Evaluation of services 

B. Regular chart audits 

C. Organizational review 

RECORDS 

:';'rinciple; 

Documentation of services is necessary and desirable in the delivery 
of quality care. Therefore, a hospice record of care will be maintained 
in order to insure compliance ~lith reCjulatory and quali ;~i care standards. 
Of critical importa:1':::e is th~ devclopmer.L: of an integrated chart which 
records the assessments and proposed :.lterventions by all intenlisciplin
::::::1 team merr.:-2~::: f"or tht:~ ._ ,_ ;'oO!nt as well as for the family. 

S'~~andard IS; The hospice program maintains accurate and current inte
grated records on all patient/families. 

-1:? . ) 



PHYSICAL PLANT 

Princip1e: 

Itf 
I','" I 

! I 

,;,1/ 
"lj 

" 

Not all patients can be mairtta~ned at home; some require inpatient 
services. The hospice inpatient unit reflects the unique nature of hos
pice care, and provides for special needs of ~he dying and their families. 

Standard 16: 
regulations. 

The hospice complies with all applicable State and Federal 
'. 

Standard 17: The hospice inpatient unit provides space for: 

A. Patient/family privacy 

B. Visitation and viewing 

c. Food preparation by the family 

. ~2. 3-



':~LOSSARY 

~ropriate .- especially suitable or compatible; fitting. 

bereavement - the period of ~!time during \o1hich a person or group of people 
exper iences, responci.s e'!notionally to I and adjusts to the loss by 
death of anothe:: person. Hospice is attendant particularly to th(; 
acute phase of the bereavement process, usually occurring \Olithin the 
first year after the loss. 

care - to perceive and respond to the needs of another. 

clergy - the body of persons ordained for religious service. 

continuum - the uninterrupted provision of services appropriate to the 
needs of the patient and family; these services are planned, coor
dinated, and/or made available by the Hospice program. 

coordinate - to organize and manag~ the efficient utilization and int~r·· 
action of Qultip12 resourcea. 

core team - the essential members of the core team include the patient 
and family unit, physician, nurse, social worker, clergy, and vol
unteer who work together as an interdisciplinary terun to provide 
Hospice care. 
Note: the physician on the core team may be the primary phy~ician 

and/or the Hospice physician. 

family - a group of individuals living under one roof and under one head; 
a group of persons of common ancestry; a group of individuals having 
a co~~on commitment one to the other. 

grief - response to loss that often occurs in stages of varying length. 
These stages are differentiated by changes in feeling, throught, and 
behavior following loss. The stages can but do not always occur in 
a predictable order. 

interdisciplinary - a term describing the Hospice team, indicating that 
the team members, representin~ the core disciplines and other re
lated disciplines, interrelate in an effective working relationship 
enabling the provision of Hospice services to Hospice patients and 
their fami:ies. 

licensed - persons authorized to practice in the professional discipline 
for which they have been p:ep~rc~ by the licensing authority having 
ju!.-isdit::~:'-·:l in :;-c<;: state of ,~;_,~ir operation. 

or les.3. 

medi.cal l~.i~~ector - l.het" L.ict";.;!1sed rrec1ic~,~l pra .. --tirioner (sal3.ried 0::: n~t) 

en, ,:~~~~ :-~'.~:_.' ;:"'c,. " '(:.::ntiL .. ~,: by .. ;.;,~.:.: _ .. '~ c1'~: 

huv.J1<] '_;~·-l;;-k.lt:; .,,_._ ... ,i~~._. _ __ '-.1_ ~~-:ed.icll_~ q~~:", . .:.':: ;-,o.sp.t-,-~ ~·:.~-C~ 

This ~ntiividual C0~ be rtircc~ly or indirectly in~:'~ved in ac~ual 



GLOSSARY (continued) 

nurse - a ("raduate regis·:;lred professional in ~he nursing field who if; in
volved with the detarmination and delivery (directly or in an advisory 
capacity) of '-.'In'' .... ,; ~\S~cts of Hospice C.:lre to patients and famili·::-s 

,.. "'~." .;. _. "-.-,~-.,,, m ;1 0" I.:' .. j;,'~)~'9~ce ~'_.'.':;I..C1 .. ~l 

nursing - is primarily ~~sisting individuals (sick or well) with those 
activities contrL t.ing to k:alth or it!.> -::ec0very (or a peaceful d-~~th) 
that they pCT=onn un(,~.6c:d when they have the' necessary strength, '.-lil.J. 

or knowledge; nursin,:: also helps individuals carry out prescribed 
therapy and to be independent of assistance as soon as possible. 
(Henderson, V.',~ginia: Principles and Practice of Nursing, sixth edi-· 
tion, l1ac.::~.lllclll Publishing Company Co., Inc., 1978, p. 14.) 

nursing service - pertaining to the curative, rehabilitative, and preventa
tive aspects of nursing care that are planned, performed, supervised, 
and/or directed by a registered professional nurse (from the Classifi
cation of ~':2'dt~ Ca:co;:; Inst.it'..ltions, published by tr:e A."Ile:::-iCd:1 Ho~;pit:ll 

Association, 1974). 

palliative treatment - the primary dictionary meaning of the term "to 
palliate" is "to reduce the violence of: abate." In the Hospice con
text, it means the reduction or abatement of pain and other troubling 
symptoms by appropriate coordination of all elements of care needed 
to achieve relief from distress. 

physician, attending - any licensed medical practitioner identified by the 
patient and family as having a significant role in' the determination 
and delivery of medical care while on the Hospice program. This in
dividual usually would be the primary physician, but would not usually 
be part of the Hospice staff. 

physician, consulting - any licensed medical practitioner asked byrnedical 
practitioners already treating a patient and family to provide limited 
medical advice and therapy fo:::- the specific needs of a patient or fa~ily. 
Such care is provided under the coordination of the requesting physician, 
who rr.ay OY may not be on the Hospice staff. 

?hysician, t!.~f:pic[:: - any lic07lsed medical pr<1ct.i7'ioner on the Hospice staff 
(salaried or :t:ot) wLe is involved with the deterr.lination ar.d delivery 
(directly or in an advisory capacity) of ~edical aspects of Hospice 
Ci:lre to l:Jat.~.r~n.i_ .;.'.,1'.::' :":.-;iiies on the Hospi::::e prograIil. This indivi~ual 
::'-:''1 ~;~ i.:_,:" .. v·::: ':': tr,'~ _._ .. ..:ient' S f-·,:':"mary physicia.."'l. 

E.:lysician, r_7c.::,ary - th.:J.'C licensed medical practit.ioner whom the pati~r:t 
and E' .. :'i..4.Y .i.d~~;,·=-~,:~</ --l'':'; having ~h(:! j'·\·..)sc 5i,. ~:~ca.r:t role in the ~}f~te~

nin~cion and delivL~Y of medical care to th~ pati2~t at the ti~e of re
fer:.:.'_ t<:> a:K; a'.:CF;;,)t-'tnce.:m the Hospice proC:i.am. ::':' thj.s pr-,);:~:'.";;,n i~: 

r~(j ~ __ 

adr:u S:3 _. on 
:::, Liii.:: pr.:tsicia.n',; cons(~];,. 1;1~.~~. 

'. 'C. to t::e Hospice (·;;:.c'.! proq':'ar' .. 
:-.( t,:,:ss.:.i.r\· 

case, t~e 



GLOSSARY (continued) 
r" 

LP_r_i_m~a~r~y~c_a~r~e~p~e~r~s~o~n~ - that memb~~/Of the family who }s 
patient and the Hospice c~· '/ team as the chief.}>r 
care to the patient at h . • 

." 

designated by the 
leading giver of 

- .u. . 
record - a written documentat16n that accurately reflects all elements of 

patient care including assessment, planning, intervention, and evalua
tion. 

social work - the professional activity of helping individuals, groups, or 
communities enhance or restore t~e capacity for social functioning 
and creating societal conditions favorable to this goal. Social work 
practice consists of the professional application of social work 
values, principles, and techniques to one or more of the following 
ends: helping people obtain tangi~le services; psychotherapy with 
individuals, families, and·groups;-~elping communities or groups 
provide or improve social and haalth services;'participating in re
levent legislative processes. The practice of social work requires 
knowledge of human development and behavior; o'f social, economic 
and cultural institutions and of the dynamics of the interactions 
~f ~ll these factors. (National Association of Social Workers). 

social worker - one who possesses a master's degree in social work from a 
college or university accredited by the Council on Social Work Educa
tion. Hospice social work services may be managed or delivered by a 
person possessing a bachelor's degree in social work from a college 
or university accredited by the Council on Social Work education as 
long as that person maintains a regular, ongoing, consultative re
lationship with a graduate social worker. 

Special needs - those requirements which are particular to the situation 
or condition of a Hospice patient and family. 

Special services - those services not represented on the core team that 
may be valuable for specific patient and family needs, including but 
not limited to, home-makers, home health aides, recreation therapists, 
occupational therapists, respiratory therapists, pharmacists, dieti
cians, lawyers, certified public accountants, funeral directors, 
musical therapists, art therapists, speech therapists, physicial 
therapists. The motivation for inclusion of such services is to en
hance the patient's and family's abilities to deal with the special 
stresses of specific situations. 

standard - an authorized principle or rule that usually implies a model 
or pattern for guidance by comparison with which the quality, ex
cellence, or correctness of ot.- .!r things may be determined. 

terminally ill - experier.:::i.ng an il:';-,<.!ss for which therapeutic strategies 
directed toward cure, outside the context of symptom control, are no 
longer appropriate; expected survival of six months of less. 

-13.2-



GLOSSARY (continued) 

lit' If • 

unit of care - who it is that is t!.6' ;:-eceive Hospice services; since the 
term "unit" means a single, .~q6le "thing," Hospice'defines the 
patient and family to be th~/:;ingle whole, regardless of the de
gree of harmony or integr~~i9n of the parts within that whole. 

volunteer - that lay or. professional person ~ho contributes times and 
talent to the Hospice program without economic remuneration. 

-13.3-
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THE FIRST VISIT IS ALW\yS HARU, "HILL THEY LIKE f'IE?" "WILL I BE ABLE TO 
HELP?" "WHAT WILL I oo?" TH[~;f_ UUESTIONS ARE NATURAL. JUST Rf.M8v1BER AT 
THESE TIMES THAT YOU HAVE BF::EN SELECTED TO SERVE AS A HOSPICE TEAM MEMBER 
BECAUSE PEOPLE EXPERIENCED IN THE FIELD HAVE CONFIDENCE IN YOU. JUST 
'PLUNGE IN' TAKING WITH YOU AN An-ITUDE OF OPENNESS AND RECEPTIVITY TO THE 
NEEDS OF THE PATIENT/FAMILY TO \~HC\"1 YOU HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED. THEY vllLL LET 
YOU I<N<:M WHAT THEY NEED~ AND YOU~ IN TURNJ WILL LET THF]'1 KNa~ WHAT YOU 
CAN OFFER. THE RELA TI ONSH I P UNFOLDS STEP BY STEP I N A VERY NATURAL WAY. 

HERE ARE SM GUIDELINES THAT VvW HELP: 

1) GENUINENESS - BE YOURSELF. I\SIDE FROM tv'ODIFICATIONS IN BEHAVIOR TO ASSW~E 
THE CCJ1FORT OF THE PATIENTJ I.E'I QUIETNESS~ LESS TALKING AND ~'ORE 
LISTENINGJ COOSCIOUS ATfENTIVENESSJ ETC. I THE VOLUNTEER SHOULD REu\TE \'HT 
THE SAM: 'PERSONALITY' HE DISPLAYS IN OTHER SITUATIONS. PEOPLE WHO ARE 
ILL APPRECIATE BEING TREl\TED NATURALLY~ AND IN THIS WAY ARE REASSURED TH'U 
THEIR ILLNESS HAS NOT SET THEM APART ANY f"ORE THAN IN THE OBVIOUS WAYS, 
RELATE TO THE PATIENL NOT THE ILLNESS. 

TH I S HOLDS TRUE FOR F N'-1 [LV >lEMBERS AS l"lELL. THF VOLUNTEER ROLE I S THAi tY 
FRIEND AND SUPPORTEf<J NOT DPERT OR AUTHORITY. You ARE NOT EXPECTED TO 
KNCM ALL THE ANSWERS. IT LOES NOT TAKE LONG TO CLARIFY FOR THE FAI'~rLY 
THAT ~1EDICi\L AND TEOINIC,'\L '"iUESTIONS CAN BEST BE ANS\~ERED BY THE NURSE 
AND PH,{~) I C! AN J /\Nl) 1 HA r Vel! I ARF: THERE TO FAC I U T:~ TE TH IS CO(';l\1UN I CATION 
Nm TC; PROVIDE OTteR, L!>:~; T[CHrnCAL SUPPORT. THIS ROLE DEF INITION COVEj 
I\D()lfr r"OST EAS I LV 'rlif H: ., ,,';)LUNTEER FEELS CCXV1r-ORT ABLE FROM THE BEG I Ni~ HJ(c 

JU~~T nE 1 NC; II I ~1SE: L 

2) ',~()fj\lJNICI\.TIorj '{Jlli, :,!; itli Ir-1PORTANCE OF I.]EAF~ COf'MUNlCATlON BENEEN 
NU-F~SES- ANff\;bLijr\JlTEf~~) ;,,1\1';1')\): ti,l OVEREMPHASIZED. THE TWO OF YOU ARE A f1I:ll-
TEAM AND CAN BE or: GREf~ T Hb~~ TO or~E ANOTHER fiND TO THE PATI ENT /FAMI LY BY 
f,tAINTA1NING REGIJU\f( CONTfIC.T AND KEEPING ONE ANOTHER CURRENT WITH WHAT IS 
GOING ON. DoN'T BE Af::RAILl ro TAKE THE INITIATIVE HI ESTABLISHING THIS 
RELATIONSHIP; IT IS I~1POFnANT TO BREAK THE ICE EARLY SO THAT A STRONG BOND 
CAN BE ESTABLISHED BEFOHE THE PATIENT/FflJvIILY'S SITUATION COMES A CRISIS. 
ExCHANGE SCHEDULES AND APPROPRIATE PHONE NUf'1BERS AND CLARIFY ~1UTUAL EXPECT--
ATIONS WITH ONE ANOTHER AT THE START. A WORKING RELATIONSHIP IS ESSENTIAl_ 
TO t·1AINTAINING CftHINlJITY MID STABILITY, AS WELL AS TO PROVIDING QUALITY 
CI\f~E • 

3) Cor"HJNICATION ~vlTH THE FNillLY - IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO STATE CLEN:~i' 
TOtHE-FM1TLY-~lHAf YOU CAN-AND CN~NOT OFFER IN TERr'1S OF TIME AND AVA I LAB 1 Ll i-v , 
THIS WILL PREVENT AWK\~ARD AND POSSIBLY PAINFUL t'llSUNDERSTANDINGS AT ANOTIIEiJ 
TItvE. IT IS HELPFUL TO /\;,K THE FM'lILY TO OUTLINE THEIR NEEDS AND EXPECTJ\-
nONS AT THE BEl;INNING (\vITH THE STATED UNDERSTANDING THAT THESE ("lAY CHANC:~ 
AS THE PATIENT'S CONDITION CHANGES), AND TO INDICATE HOW YOU CAN HELP FILL 
THESE NEEDS~ GIVEN YOUR (li!f'J LIFE PATTERN. REGULAR PHONE CALLS TO 'CHECK Ifil' 
ARE OFTEN APPRECI ATED J NJfl :;or'\E TI MES RESULT r N HEAN I NGFUL AND SUBST ANTI VE 
CONVERSATIONS, SO{Vj;- PEOF'[ F r- I ND IT EAS I ER TO OPEN UP J N MID UNPLANNED PI-{)[\JE 
CONTACT Tf-Wl DUf<ri~\; I\. SCHFJllll ED VISIT. A.GAHL IN (lOST INSTANCESJ IT IS UP 
TO YOU TO TAKE THf !f~ TTl T\ r [ 'IT iN CETTJ N(; TH I N(~S GO [NG. 



4) DEPENDABILITY - To PEOPLE IN CRISIS, ~1l-10S[ LIVES ARE SUBJECT TO SO MUCH 
UNPRED I CT AB I LI TY, IT IS ESSENT I AL TO KNOvl n {/\ 1 n lEY CAN COUNT ON SCl'1EONE 
OR SO'-1ETHING. NEVER OFFER t1JliE THAN YCll) r\NOrl YOU CN'J DELIVER. THE LIFE 
OF A SER IOUSL Y 1 LL PERSON HAS LI TfLE V I\H I E TY N~D FB~ DI STRACT IONS AND THERE
FORE EACH OUTSIDE CONTACT ASSLJ(I1ES lJ\HGLI\ nll\N USUAL PROPORTIONS AND IMPOR
TANCE. WHAT MAY BE A r~INOR PART OF YOUR ~JEEK I'VW BE THE SINGLE EVENT THAT 
THE PATIENT HAS BEEN EAGER L Y AWA I TI NG FOR DAYS. IT l"V\ Y ALSO BE AN OPPOR
TUNTIY FOR THE PRIw\RY CARE-GIVER TO HAVE SOME PRIVATE TIrvlE AWAY FROM THE 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF PATIENT CARE. 

5) U STEN I NG - ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT YOUf~ ; UNCT I ON AS A VOLUNTEER I S TO FIRST 
rvEET THE-NEEDS OF YOUR PATIEtH/FAt"lILY, f~/\THER THAN YOUR OWN. IN r-'OST 
I NST ANCES TH IS jvlEANS LI STEN I NG f'IORE TI !,\; Ii r flLI< I NG • IT W\ Y i"1EAN LI STEN I NG 
TO THE SNv1E STOR I ES OVER AND OVER ACi/\ 1 r; - STOR IE S THAT FOR ~'MI\ TEVER REASON 
SATISFY A NEED OF THE PAT I ENT OR THE F IV 11 L. Y f-1EMBER I N THE TELLI NG • IT l"V\ Y 
rvlEAN LISTENING NON-JUDGEMENTALlY TO OlrmlJR~)TS OF ANGER, FRUSTRATION .. AND 
RESENTfAENT, WHICH SERVES TO RELEASE TEf~SION, You f"IAY EVEN BE THE TARGET 
FOR SOME OF THESE NEGATIVE FEELI NGS • DON'T TAKE IT PERSONALLY. PEOPLE 
UNDER SEVERE STRESS OFTEN ACT iNAPPROF"d.1\ TE L,( • 

G) CoNFIDENTIALITY - REFERENCES TO THE P/\lll]nirAMILY SHOULD BE CONFINED TO 
CONTACTS ~HTH THE I-bSPICE TEN'l, EITI1EH INDiVIDUALLY OR AT rvlEETINGS. INFOR-
t'lATION OF EXTREME CONFIDENTIALITY DIVUU)GED BY A PATIENT OR FAMILY MEMBER 
SHOULD NOT BE SHARED IN A GROUP SESSION UNLESS IT BEARS DIRECTLY UPON THE 
DESIGNING OF A CARE PLAN. SUCH INFor~\f\,TlON r"v'\Y BE SHARED WITH THE INDIVI-
DUAL TEN~ MEMBERS, H:)wEVER, IF NEEDED FOR THE PEACE OF NIND OF THE VOLUNTEER. 

AT NO TIr1E SHOULD A VOLUNTEER PROMISE 'Nor TO TELL ANYONE' ANY PIECE OF 
INFORMATION ALLUDED TO BY A PATIENT OH FNllLY MEMBER. IT IS FOR THE PRO-
TECTION OF BOTH THE PATIENT/FAi~ILY AND THE VOLUNTEEH THAT THE VOLUNTEER 
BE ALLCNlED TO USE HIS D I SCRET ION AS TO I'IHETHER I NFORMl\ T ION NEEDS TO BE 
PASSED ALONG TO AN APPROPRIATE TEAM rt~j\lBm) SUCH AS THE CONSULTING 
PSYCHIATRIST OR THE PATIENT'S PHYSICIAN. 

7) PHyS r CAL CONTACT - SQ"JIE PEOPLE lIKE TO TOUCH .l\ND BE TOUCHED. OTHERS 
fu~~'~---rT-fsHELPFUL I F YOU CAN BE FU~.;-: I BLE vH TH TH I S I SSUE YOURSELF, SO 
THAT YOU (/'IJ"J CUE IN ON THE NEEDS OF TI1O':,[ YOU r\i~E SERVItJG. IN ~'OST 
INSTNJCE:j, PATIENTS \~ELCOr"lE HAND HOU)r:1CJ /l.f,Jl) OTI1ER APPROPRIATE PllYSlCAL 
GEST,jRe; P.S MEAt4S OF CO'1"1UNICATINGJ c/\f;:IN(, -VEl 'CONNECTION' ~~Inl0UT 
NECEJS [T( FOR TIRING CONVERSATION. FN1 ~ l.\' 1"lfJ:B[RS J TOO) OFTEN RESPOND 
TO A H!",ND ON THE i\RM OR ACROSS THE SHU!.i'.j!. r<) i\S fl, GESTURE OF /I I'M HERE. 
I CARE./I IT GOES I1ITHOlJf SAYING THI\T Ti!.!~: D~i1Fr':SlON OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
EVOLVES NATUR!,LLY l'lITH THE P/\SSAGE OF 11';[" :\i:D THE InTENSITY OF EVENTS. 
BE OPEN. Do WtlAT FEELS RIGHT. 1-'1,(jAl!!, \"': ,~, ,-:O(-IFORT OR DISCOMFORT WILL 
CClrffiN ICATE ! TSELF CLEARLY J SO IT IS 1 ',,:': .:. !! .. 'JT TO BE YOURSELF. 

8) MEET...JJ:LE.tl_WH~R..E THE'Ll\R~ - OvEt< ANJ' I)\.'!: ,",I,nIN l,~ YOUR TRAININGJ THE 
CONCEPT OF TUNING IN TO THE FAMILY l\ND r<EI: ["UK; THEM IN TERMS OF THEIR 
0fIN VALUES AND LI FE PATTERNS WAS STf~E:~:;E:;, REGAPJJLESS OF Han' NUCH YOU 
MAY DISAGREE ~~ITH A FI\'~ILY/S 'yJAY Of Db'\Uf'~'i ViITI; THEIR SITUATIONJ IT IS 
NEVER APPROPR I ATE TO C; I VE UNSOLI C ITO) f~A r::I: . PATTERNS OF I NTERACT I ON 
BE1WEEN FAt1ILY i1EMBi:J6 .. NO MATTER H()I:i 1.,;lj,{IERPRODUCTIVE THEY r~Y SESVl TO 
YOU J HAVE BEEN FORMED OVER YEMS OF /\'~ c;UC! ,1\ T ION, AND ARE ROOTED I N A 
HI::;TORY OF HHICH YOU APE NOT A PART. 'y'(;,If;: R~:SF'ONSIBIUTY IS TO WORK AS 
HELPFULLY AND HARt·'OfHOUSL·y' AS POSS!ll.i_i I,;; nil!~ THE GIVEN STRUCTURL NOT 
TO TRY AND CHANtJE IT. 



~J) INITIATIVE -- AT THL I)UI~rr OF A !~LU\, !,»J',lilf J IIIL f-N1IL.'y' \'1ILL USUALLY 
LOOK-To TH'E VOLUNTEE:R TO ~)E1 THl\T p/\nli-<f: UF~ r NTU:J\C r ION, REGULAR P~{)NE 
CALLS AND SRI EF V I SIT;!;I SEE HCkJ r: n ~~( I:; 1\I~t- (,U Ifll) AH[ USUALLY APPRECIATED 
AND SERVE TO BREAK Th: ICE, DON'r /\:;31('1[: 11l/\1 ~;Or'1EONE OOESN'T NEED TO TALK 
TO YOU .JUST BECAUSE TiiEY HfNEN'T C/IlLEr, Y(;il, UN lllE OTHER f-WJD.I BE 
SENSITIVE TO THE POSS !BlL.ITY TriAl YOl) /v\'I :j.j i m NEEJ)ED, AND NEVER PROLONG 
A CONVERSATION IN W]-I;/fj YOU ARE D)Ii~(i ,.'j '); liii TI\LKING. 

10) "LITTLE THINGS ~'IEAN 1'1 LOT II 
_. 

- YOUR PERSONAL GRC){Y,,\iNl .. AND ;Vv\Nr~i~R DI),:i', :.Ni flFFECT A PATIENT'S 
fv'OOD. CoLOR AND ATTRACT! VENESS CAN i iu f' U FTr HE SP f R IT • 

- PEHFUf"1E OR AFTER-SH/Wt: CAN BE UNPLE/\';r,NI TO PEOPLE ON MEDICATION. 

- A POS I TI VE An nUDE AND PLEASENl EXPI'~f<;~:; ION fvkAN 1\ LOT. TH I S OOES 
NOT MEAN PHONY CHEERFULNESS OR OVERLY ,-Efd cur C H/\ IT I NESS, BUT MERELY 
A CLEAR MESSAGE OF C/\RING AND ATIENTlU;J, 

- CARDS AND FLOYJERS BrZI(;HTEN A ROC)f'1 /\[,li) I·"~!·;LI j.![ PI\T;ENT THAT PEOPLE 
CARE EVEN WHEN THEY CNJNOT BE PRL:;f:i'I, ' 

- Sor-'iET I fvlE S ~9.I T /\LK I i ~G ) BUT S ITT J NC; \ ~', 111 i, i) /\i' I EI n AND LETT I NG H If1 
I<1'JOtI YOU CARE BY BEIW; THERE) IS THE "i:[ /,[[;1 C;IFT OF ALL • 

. .' /~ ilK" " ,} J 
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Senate Bill No. 208 
(Hospice Licensing Bill) 

T '--' .......... - ~.- . 

My name is George M. Fenner. I am Administrator of the Division of 

Health Services and Medical Facilities and represent the Department of Health 

and Environmental Sciences. I speak as a proponent of this bill with 

amendment. 

The Department strongly recommends that New Section, Number 3 starting 

on line 25, page 9, and ending on line 4, page 10, be deleted from this 

bill. This section deals with licensure based on approval of the Hospice 

by Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. 

Licensure is a state responsibility. J.C.A.H. has no regulatory 

authority by virtue of their organization. There is no provision for 

consultation to the providers they serve as well as no provision for 

follow-up visits to verify correction of deficiencies to meet compliance 

with their standards. 

A basic J.C.A.H. operational tenet is that providers of health care 

should voluntarily assess the quality of the care they render. Since 

participation in the program is voluntary, the approach is necessarily 

one of peer review. While such an operational mode may be beneficial for 

educational and consultative programs, it does not lend itself to evaluation, 

monitoring and adverse action. There is doubt that J.C.A.H. scrutiny can be 

purely objective when modified by the need for program participants to 

generate funds to ~eet operational costs. 

No such modifying circumstance exists relative to state licensure. All 

service providers must comply with existing state requirements in order to 

operate. If non-compliance is determined, the State Agency has the option 

of revoking the license or imposing civil penalty. 



f 
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In addition, J.e.A.H. will not release its reports to the public and 

does not maintain an office in Montana so that it can be responsive to 

citizens' complaints, questions or concerns. 

The Department urges you to pass this bill with the deletion of 

Hew Section 3. 
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FOR THE LICENSURE OF HOSPICE s. B. #208 February 2, 1983 

My name is Lindy Gochanour, and I am a Hospice volunteer from Anaconda. 

To become a volunteer, I attended a 24 hour volunteer orientation program, 
filled out an application, and was then interviewed by a volunteer coordinator. 

Then, in February of 1982, I made a big investment in life. This is when I 
officially became a Hospice Volunteer Caregiver. This investment has been one 
of the most rewarding experiences of my life. I have learned a lot about 
caring, giving, feelings, living, dying, and much more. 

A volunteer has to be prepared to give a lot of himself, because when you come 
away from the experience, you are a much better person. You will never be 
t,he same again. You will also realize what is important in life, and what your 
priorities are. 

When you first meet a Hospice patient, ask yourself, "How would I want to be 
treated if it were me instead of him or her?" 

Put yourself in their place, then you will know what they want to have done 
and how they want to be treated. 

The patient isn't any different than you are; it's just that their choices 
about life have been taken away. 

As a volunteer, you go to the home of a person with a terminal illness, usually 
cancer, and help them whenever help is needed. This can be in the form of 
companionship, support for the rest of the family, listening, talking, comforting, 
caring and giving moral support for the patient; light housekeeping, cooking, 
bathing the patient, and just doing things they would really like to have done. 
The most important aspect of the volunteer is just being there as a friend. 

Some people prefer to stay in their own home until the end, but sometimes when 
pain-control gets too out of hand, it is necessary to go to the hospital. A 
Volunteer Caregiver may be asked to sit with the person at the hospital; to 
give other family members a break. To the dying person, just your presence can 
be an assurance. Just holding their hand and saying, "I care," when otherwise 
it would be very costly to hire a "special" nurse to sit with them. A volunteer 
can relieve a lot of stress on the person's family and save them a lot of expense. 

When you are a volunteer, you are not alone; you can always call the Hospice 
Nurse, and she will be there within 5 - 10 minutes. There is a nurse on call 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 

You are not tied down as a volunteer, because the responsibility is lovingly 
shared by other volunteers who divide the times when our help is needed. You 
can go there at your own convenience. You can pick times when you want to get 
involved. 

We, as Volunteers, have a support group, where we can go to meetings and discuss 
our Caregiving. The members on this team are the physician, Hospice Nurse co-



ordinator, Hospice Volunteer Coordinator, other nurses involved, nutritionist, 
minister, and the volunteers. 

We are also provided with continuing education about different aspects of Hospice. 

Our purpose in Hospice is to provide care that will enhance the quality of the 
remaining life for those who are facing a terminal illness. Hospice care can 
make this difficult time in a person's life - maybe not better - but easier. 
We can't take away the emotional trauma for them or the family, but we can 
help them live through it. 

I believe that a Hospice licensure would be very helpful because it would 
insure Volunteer Professional support, because they can't manage without the 
back-up. It would insure standards of training, and it would allow clients to 
stay at home, in familiar surroundings, and would keep medical costs down. 

T·hank you • 

. _', I' If' l! ~. 
l~y /;:] <.S.....(!. Jil/' .... ·......:L'-'-. 'V .... _) 

.' I 

Lindy Gochanour 
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III Ladies & Genelemen of the Public Health Committee: 

My name is James Milo Manning. I live in Anaconda, MT. I would like to offer 

~testimOny for SB-208 on the Hospice organization. from the point of view of a family 

involved. 

After a cancer operation and a year of subsequent chemo-therapy treatments, my mother 

III was told in Feb. of 1982 that the treatment was of no further use and that she had a few 

months to live. All that could be done at that time was medication to contain the pain .. 
and to keep her as comfortable as possible. Since the rest of my sisters and brother lived 

out of town and out of state, the responsibility of care fell on my father who was 70 and 
l1li 

my wife and myself. It was about this time that we heard of the Hospice organization. 

• After attending some hospice meetings and talki~ to themtwe arranged to have Hospice 

volunteers come to the house to assist in my mother's care. 

III They were able to prepare meals, assist in housecleaning and to give my father an 

occasional break. As the weeks passed and my mother became weaker and less mobile, the 

volunteers provided assistance in moving her in and out of bed, assisting with the oxygen 

~nit and general care. 

f..nother aspect "I8S happening as these volunteer ladies continued to be there, a 

close relationship formed between them and my mother. They provided the companionship she 

needed - someone she was able to confide in and express her fears and concerns of her 
III 

family and of death ••• things she might not have felt comfortable in telling her family. 

II1II 
They were also able to share the outside world with her so she didn't feel so confined. 

Hospice nurses and Home Health Care nurses were used to take blood tests, take blood 

III pressures for both my mother and father and were on call in case the pain broke through 

the normal medication and additional medication was needed. 
II1II 

From time to time my mother also developed blood clots in her legs and she needed to 

II1II 
have hot compresses applied. Hospice volunteers were able to be there to help in that 

treatment. 

• In the last month of her life, September of 1982, the pain became too intense for 

"~home treatment and she was admitted to the hospital. Although her body was wracked with 

III 
pain, my mother's mind remained alert. The family felt she needed someone near her Ol: '3 

III 



• 24 hour basis. someone she could talk to - to help summon a nurse if needed - someone 

just to help her remain in touch with reality, as she drifted in And out of sleep from 
If 

~intense medication. 

II 
Once again the Hospice volunteers came through to help the family provide 24 hour 

companionship ••• something that the hospital staff couidn't do nor would be expected to do. 

• Someone was there to call them if something came up but they could concentrate on their 

other duties and other patients. 

• In summary, our family has learned that the Hospice organization is a most worthwhile 

and needed organization ••• both to the patients and their families in preparing and accept-
• 

ing death. As the funds to enable the organization to operate come from donations, memorials, 

• and grants from private companies, I feel that SB-208 is needed to give the Hospice 

II 

II 

II 

II 

.. 

II 

II 

• 

• 

organization the needed recognition and legitimacy to attract funding. Any organization 

needs some supervision and SB-208 will provide that supervision also. 

Thank you for your time./1 

~"--
\/ 

/t-/}l . /;;/2.; 
. / "i "'_-/--C 

f 

/ 
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JANUARY 14. 1983 

MR. THOMAS HOYER 
CHIEF OF INSTITUT!ONAL SERVICES 
OFFICE OF COVERAGE POLICY 
ROOM 409. EAST HIGHRISE 
6325 SECURITY BOULEVARD 
HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION 
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21207 • 

" f -_ 
• -Ii '*.," ' .• 

ff _ 

~~-, ... 

. ~. . 
.~:. " 

RE: SECTION 1811 OF . THE. SOCIAL 
REIMBURSEMENT FOR HOSPICE CARE. 

SECURI·~Y ACT-MEDICARE 
- -

... '". 
DEAR MR. HOVE:R: 

MONTANA IS A STATE WrTH LARGE GEOGRAPHIC S?ACES AND FEW 
PEOPLE. THE HERLTH CARE INDUSTRY IN MONTANA IS FACED WITH 
SHORTAGES OF PERSONNEL~ LIMITED ~INANCIAL RESOURCES, AND 
FACILITIES WHICH SERV~ SMALL POPULATIONS. WHEN THE HOSPICE 
MOVEMENT WAS STARTED IN MONTANA THE COALITION MODEL OF 
HOSPICE CARE: WAS ADO~TEDSTATE WIDE. rH~ GOAL WAS TO 
INTEGRATE-AND -cCDO,-<D-INATE- SERVICES -- ?ROVI DED~-BV-;::A'VARIETY~- OF-:-"-
AGENC I ES~ ~-I N-- ORDE-R- TO -MEET----OTHE--NEEDS--OF --~- THE:-~ DY I NG -PAT lENT -- -:: - ., 
WITHOUT DUPLICATING SERVICES. 

THE MONTANA ASSOCIAT!ON OF HOME HEALTH AGENCIES HAS 
ASSISTED WITH AND SUPPORTED THE EFFORTS OF THE HOSPICE 
MOVEMENT. U~LESS THE REGULATIONS INTERPRETING T~E HOSPICE 
LEGISLATION A~E WRITTEN IN BROAD TERMS THE HOSPICE ?~OGRAMS 
IN MONTANA WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PROVIDE REIMBURSABL~ 
SERVICES TO MEDICPR~ ~ECIPiENTS. COMMUNITY BASED HOSPICE 
PROGRAMS IN MD~TANA CURRENTLY DO NOT ?ROV~DE DIRECT SKILLED 
NURSING CARE AND 07i-ER RELATED i--iOi'-:E HEALT:-! SERVICES. 
HOSPICE PROGRAMS ~ILL BE FACED WITH THE DILEMMA O~ 
PROVIDING THE MAJJ~ITY OF SE~VICES DIR~CTLY THUS 
DUPLICATING AND INCREASING COST OF HOSPICE AND OTH~R 
RELATED HEALTH CARE SE~VICES. -

OUR SPECIFIC RECOM~~NDqTIONS 
HOSPICE LEGiSLqTION IN:~UD~: 

=OR ~ I~ 

I -~ '- REGULAT:ONS REGARD:NG 

"HOSPICE CARE; HOS~;:C~ PROG~AM" C::.2) A ( ) (I) 
ALLOW FOR THE AGENCY Oq ORGANIZATION TO CONTRACT 
FOR NURSING CARE. 



.---=- =--- -: .. --~ --

"HOSPICE CARE; HOSPICE PROGRAM','· (2) B ( ) 
ALLOW FOR THE INTERDISCIPLINARY GROUP OF PERSONNEL 
IN COALITION MODEL HOSPICES TO HAVE MEMBERS WHICH ' 
ARE INTERDISCIPLINARY AND FROM A VARIETY OF PAR
TICIPATING AGENCIES TO BE THE GROUP WHICH .. PROVIDES 
(OR SUPERVISES THE PROVISION OF) CARE AND SERVICES 
DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH (1) 

, ' .. 

THANK YOU FOR CONSIDERING OUR REQUEST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
HOSPICE REIMBURSEMENT REGULATIONS. 

SINCERELY YOURS: 

JANICE TREML 
PRESIDENT -

.I ,..,'. 

- . ~. . . . 
, ·i' {.-, .. '.' . ~ ~ . 

, , , " .. ,. 

CC: THE HATIONAL ASSOCIATON FOR HOME CARE 
MONTANA SENATOR MELCHER 
MONTANA SENATOR BAUCUS 
MONTANA CONGRESSMAN MARLENEE 
MONTANA CONGRESSMAN WI L1..1 AMS-;~~ ,~- ~ .-~ 
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TESTIMONY OF J. W. GREENE, 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, 
ANACONDA PINTLER HOSPICE, 

SPEAKING IN FAVOR OF S.B. 208 

The Hospice movement seeks to provide unlimited caring for patients and their 

families as the patient passes through the last journey of life. The Hospice move

ment recognizes dying as a natural process and seeks to increase the quality of the 

time remaining for the patient. Hospice provides support to the family through its 

services and aids the family in caring for the ill member. 

S.B. 208 seeks to define a Hospice for licensing purposes. 

I believe a real need for licensing exists, in view of the new Federal laws 

which will allow Medicare payments for services rendered by Hospice organizations. 

A means must be found to insure that all Hospice organizations state-wide provide 

quality care for patients and the most effective means to do this is through state

wide licensing and adopting standards for accreditation. 

Broadly defined, the Federal Law dictates that a Hospice can either be a public 

or private group; must provide 24 hour care, bereavement care, uses the interdiscip1in-

ary team approach, provides or supervises Hospice services and is licensed according 

to State law. 

That final item in that last sentence nand licensed according to State Lawn man

dates that Montana Hospices must be licensed if they are to be eligible for Medicare 

payment. 

Therefore, I urge this Committee to support S.B. 208. 
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.. 
SENATE BILL NO. 208 

Mr. Chairman: 

I move to amend Senate Bill No. 208 on pages 9 and 10 

by deleting line 25 on page 9 and lines 1 through 4 on page 

10, and substituting in lieu thereof the following: 

"NEW SECTION. Section 3. Exemption from licensing. No 

licensed hospital shall be required to obtain additional 

licensing to perform hospice services." 



SENATOR HAROLD L. DOVER 

SENATE BILL 209 

AN ACT TO PROVIDE CRITERIA FOR ADMISSIONS TO THE 
MONTANA CENTER FOR THE AGED; REVISING THE TRANSFER AND 
DISCHARGE PROCEDURE; AMENDING SECTIONS 53-21-411 
THROUGH 53-21-413, MCA 

Senate Bill 209 has been introduced to clarify the 

mission of the Montana Center for the Aged in Lewistown and 

to establish basic admission procedures. 

The statutes currently define the Center as a mental 

health facility. This obligates the center to meet the same 

treatment and transitional goals as Warm Springs State 

Hospital. 

SB 209 clarifies the role of the center in the overall 

health service delivery system. It states - page 1, 

lines 14-18, "The primary function of the center is the 

care and treatment of persons 55 years of age or older. 

Priority must be given to patients referred from Warm 

Springs state hospital or Galen state hospital." 

The center provides long term care for individuals, 

as stated on page 2, lines 17-21, " ... persons unable to 

maintain themselves in their homes or communities due to 

mile psychiatric impairments associated with the aging 

process but who do not require the intensity of treatment 

available at Warm Springs or Galen state hospital." 

For the vast majority of these people, the psychiatric 

disability is of a chronic nature, often accompanied by 

physical deteriation that is associated with old age. The 
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Sen. Harold Dover 
SB 209 

function of the center is to provide a safe and human 

environment which recognizes human dignity as these elderly 

people adapt to long term care at the center. The center is 

not a transitional mental health facility. 

SB 209 would identify the centers function as one for 

elderly with mild psychiatric impairment associated with 

the aging process - make clear to the courts and other 

mental health facilities, the general public and legislators 

as to - the centers responsibilities and capabilities, and 

sets up guidelines for development of staffing programs and 

administrative staff. This change is consistent with the 

Department of Institutions goal of clarifying the specific 

mission of each state institution. As the mission of the 

Center for the Aged has changed to fit within the overall 

continuum of services, it is important that such change 

receive legislative sanction. 



SB 209: 

STATE!-lENT OF INTENT 

The Department of Institutions is requesting legislation 
that would clarify the role of the Montana Center for the 
Aged in Lewistown and provide for an admission procedure. 

The Department of Institutions is requesting legislative 
authority under rule making provisions that it be given 
clear rule making authority for the admission criteria of 
persons who are unable to maintain themselves in the 
community due to the aging process. 

Criteria that would be considered under the rule making 
authority include: 

(a) consideration of persons's age, 
(b) consideration of persons's mental and physical 

status, specifically as it relates to mild 
psychiatric impairments, senility, and other organic 
symptoms, 

(c) consideration of ability of Center for the Aged to 
meet the person's needs, 

(d) consideration of person's sex as relates to 
availability of appropriate living space. 

(e) consideration of person's ability to ambulate 
without special devices or physical assistance, 

(f) voluntary admissions. 

Specifically this rule making authority should give the 
Department the ability to adopt rules indicating the type 
of medical and mental illnesses involved, the evaluation 
and diagnosis process of mental health professionals and 
physicians. 

Standards for determining the programs that will be 
provided for residents at the Center for the Aged. 

Specific criteria relative to transfers necessary to 
other facilities and. discharge criteria. if any, from 
the institution, if needed. It is the intention that 
these rules make it very clear that acute psychiatric 
problems are not to be used for admission to the Center 
for the Aged. 

-END-

/ 
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Montana Nurses' Association 

2001 ELEVENTH AVENUE (406) 442·6710 

-----------------------------------------------------
P.O. BOX 5718. HELENA, MONTANA 59604 

TESTIMONY ON S.8. 1209 

I find it difficult to believe that the omission of family notification can 

s~rve any purpose and I for one would be furious if a family member of mine 

were transfered without my knowledge. We are not talking about cattle. We 

are talking about elderly people. People who are unfortunate enough to have 

impaired mental abilities, but people just the same. Certainly, these people 

are far more susceptible to confusion and disorientation, and need time to 

adjust, with fami'ly help to any move. 

Family notification should be required anytime a patient is transfered from 

one state facil ity to another - whatever the faci 1 iti es may be. 



Proposed Amendments to Senate Bill No. 214 

1. Title, lines 6 and 7. 
Following: "DEPARTHENT OF INSTITUTIONS" 
Strike: "AND THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION 

SERVICES" 

2. Title, line 8. 
Strike: DEPARTMENTS 
Insert: DEPARTMENT 

3. Page 3, line 1. 
Strike: line 1 on page 3 in its entirety. 

4. Page 4, line 15 through 16. 
Following: "The department" 
Strike: "and the department of social and rehabilitation 

services" 

5. Page 4, lines 18 and 19. 
Following: "The department" 
Strike: "and the department of social and rehabilitation 

services." 

I 
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PROPOSED REVISIONS TO MONTANA SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL RULES 

During the March 24, 1982, meeting of the Legislative Admtnistra
tive Codes Committee in Helena, considerable testimony was given pro 
and con for revision of certain sections of the Montana Solid Waste 
Disposal Rules. The Chairman of the Committee requested that individuals 
involved in complying with and enforcing the existing rules, develop 
a proposed revision to the rules in question. Specifically, revisions 
to Section 16.14.521, Subsections 2(a) and 2(c) were requested. 

·Below, please find proposed rev~s~ons to the two rules in ques
tion for your review and comment. 

Section 16.14.521, Subsection 2(a) currently reads: 

"All Class II sites using landfilling methods shall compact 
and cover solid waste with a layer of at least six (6) inches 
of approved earth cover material at the end of each operating day 
and at least two (2) feet of approved earth cover material 
withi."l ,r·le week after <.final deposit of solid waste at any 
portion of the site. These steps must be taken unless the 

~ Pepartment is satisfied that the licensee has shown good cause 
for not covering." 

It is proposed that Section 16.14.521, Subsection 2(a) be revised 
to read as follows: 

"All Class II sites serving rural, unincorporated areas, or 
municipal corporations classified as "towns" pursuant to Section 
7-1-4111 M.C.A., that utilize landfilling methods for solid waste 
disposal, shall provide periodic application of cover material 
once each week in such a manner as to reduce the risk of fire 
and to impede vector's access to the waste. Such landfills may 
remain open seven (7) days each week. Should periodic inspec
tions of the site conducted by the Department and/or local health 
authority document consistant and on-going problems that could 
result in potenti~l public health or safety hazards, the 
Department may require the landfill to cover more frequently 
than once each week in order to rectify on-going problems. 

'Class II sites serving Third Class Municipalities, as defined 
pursuant to Section 7-1-4111 M.C.A., that utilize landfilling 
methods for solid waste disposal, shall provide periodic applica
of cover material at a frequency to be determined jointly by the 
Department, local health authority, and local governing body. 
Class II sites serving First and Second Class Municipalities, 
as defined pursuant to Section 7-1-4111 M.C.A., that utilize 
landfilling methods for solid waste disposal, shall provide 
application of cover material at the end of each operation day. 
All Class II landfill sites shall provide a final cover of at least 
two (2) feet of approved earth cover after the final deposit of 
solid waste has been made." 
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Section 16.14.521, Subsection 2(c) currently reads: 

"Sites shall be fenced to prevent unauthorized access and shall 
be supervised when open." 

It is proposed that Section 16.14.521, Subsection 2(c) be 
revised to read as follows: 

r:'All Class II landfill sites serving rural, unincorporated 
) areas, or municipal corporations classified as "towns" 
~ pursuant to Section 7-1-4111 M.C.A., shall provide litter 

Lcontrol fences around the site and adequate informational 
and directional signs to inform the general public as to 
proper dumping locations and procedures. All Class II 

(landfill sites serving Third Class Municipalities, as defined 

)
' pursuant to Section 7-1-4111, M.C.A., shall provide litter 
~ control fences around the site and adequate access control and 
) supervision, which shall be determined jointly by the Depart
lment, local health authority, and the local governing body. 
(Class II landfill sites serving First and Second Class Munici
'palities as defined p.,~rsuant to Section 7-1-4111, M.C.A., shall 
"),be fenced to prevent unauthorized access and shall be supervised 
"--when open." 
" 
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AREA 

Beaverhead County 
Dillon 

Big Horn County 
County Container 
CX Ranch 
Decker East 
Decker West 
Spring Creek 

~JASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES 
CONTRACTING WITH PRIVATE SECTOR 

CLASSIFICATION 

3rd 

Sys. Rural 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 

ACTUAL POPULATION 
SERVED 

6,587 

Spring Creek Townsite NA 

7,800 
Company 
Company 
Company 
Company 
Company 

Blaine County 
Chinook 
Harlem 
Turner 

Carbon County 
Bridger 
Red Lodge 

Carter County 
Ekalaka 

Cascade County 
City Transfer 

Chouteau County 
Fort Benton 

Custer County 
Miles City 

Dawson County 
Glendive 

Deer Lodge County 
Anaconda 

Fergus County 
Mr. "M" Disposal 
ACT Disposal 

Gallatin County 
Logan 
West YeJlowstone 

Jefferson County 
BouJder 
Hhi tehall 

3rd 
3rd 

Rural 

Rural 
3rd 

Rural 

Rural 

3rd 

2nd 

2nd 

1st 

2nd 
2nd 

RuraJ 
Rural 

Rural 
Rural 

3,170 
1,961 
300 

1,000 
3,706 

1,100 

8,000 

2,865 

11,830 

10,305 

12,507 

6,000 approximate 
6,000 approximate 

20,000 
2,000 approximate 

4,510 
2,530 



AREA CLASSIFICATION 

Lewis & Clark County 
Augusta Rural 
Lincoln Rural 

Lincoln County 
County Container 

System Rural 

McCone County 
Brockway Rural 
Circle Rural 

Meagher County 
White Sulphur Springs 3rd 

Mineral County 
Felstet 

Missoula County 
Browning-Ferris 
Browning-Ferris 

Class III 

Park County 
Clyde Park 

Pondera County 
Conrad 
Dupuyer 

Powder River County 
Broadus 

Powell County 
Deer Lodge 

Ravalli County 
Darby 
Sula 
Victor 

Richland County 
County Container 

System 

Rosebud County 
Colstrip 

Sanders County 
Hot Springs 
Noxon 

Rural 

1st 

NA 

Rural 

3rd 
Rural 

Rural 

3rd 

Rural 
Rural 
Rural 

Rural 

Rural 

Rural 
Rural 

ACTUAL POPULATION 
SERVED 

847 
2,233 

UNK 

400 
1,771 

1,769 

3,674 

75,432 

NA 

282 

4,522 
600 

1,323 

5,454 

1,721 
200 

20,000 

6,500 

9,965 

1,772 
200 



AREA CLASSIFICATION ACTUAL POPULATION 
SERVED 

Sanders County (Cont.) 
Plains Rural 2,553 
Thompson Falls Rural 3,800 
Trout Creek Rural 150 

Sheridan County 
Plentywood 3rd 3,540 

Silver Bow County 
Butte 1st 37,750 

Teton County 
Choteau 3rd 3,475 

Toole County 
Kevin Rural 250 

Valley County 
Glasgow 3rd 6,634 
Hinsdale Rural 390 
Nashua Rural 496 

Yellowstone County 
Broadview Container Rural 125 
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PRESIDEnT 
MR ................................•.............................. 

. PUBLIC BEAL'f'H We, your committee on ....................................................................................................................................................... . 

having had under consideration ........ ~~~!:~~!: ... C?,.~ ... ;.~.~~!: ................. ~~~';'~ .................... Bill No ...... ?.9.~ ... . 

Respectfully report as follows: That ...... ~~~~~~ ... Q.f. ... *.llt9.J.\~ .............. ~~J.:(~T.I ................... Bill No ...... ~.O'- .... . 

be adopted. 

STATEMENT OF INTENT RB: SB 209 

The Department of Institutions is requesting legislation that 
would clarify the role of the Montana Center for the Aged in Lewistown 
and provide for an admission procedure. 

The Department of Institutions is requesting leqislative authority 
under rule making provisions that it be qiven clear rule making au
thority for the admission criteria of persons who are unable to main
tain themselves in the community due to the aging process. 

criteria that would be considered under the rule making authority 
include: 

(a) 
(b) 

consideration of person's age, 
consideration of per8on~8 mental and physical status, 
specifically as it relates to mild psychiatric unpair.ments, 
senility, and other organic symptoms, 

(cont. ) 

STATE PUB. co. Chairman. 
Helena, Mont. 
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MR .........•... PRES.IDEH~: ..................... . 

We, your committee on ...... .PUBLIC .. BEAI.'fH., ... ltlEI3.ARE. .. AND. .. SAFE'tY .................................................... . 

having had under consideration ...................................... ~A~E ........................................................... Bill No .. 20.9 ....... . 

Respectfully report as follows: That ............•.................... SENME .......................................................... Bill No .. 209 ........ . 

introduced copy, be amended as follows: 

1. Page 2 
pollowing: line 6 
Insert: "Unless a medical or psychiatric emergency exists, 15 days prior 

to the transfer the department shall notify tho patient's parent, 
guardian, or spouse or, if none is known, his nearest relative or 
friends. In the case of an emergency tra~sfer, the department shall 
send notice within 72 hours after the time of transfer." 

~~~s~s so amended, 
Statement of Intent, Attached 

STATE PUB. CO. SENATOR TOr~ HAGER Chairman. 
Helena, Mont. 



Statement of Intent Re: sa 209 
Page Two 

FEBRUARY 3 83 .................................................................... 19 .......... .. 

(e) consideration of ability of Center for the Aged to meet 
with person's needa, 

(d) consideration of person's sex as relates to availability 
of appropriate living space, 

(e) consideration of person's ability to ambulate without 
special devices or physical assistance, 

(f) voluntary admissions. 

Specifi~~lly this rule making authority should give the 
Department the ability to adopt rules indicating the type of aedical 
a~d mental illnesses involved, the evaluation and diagnosis process 
of mental health'?rofessionals and physicians. 

. Standards for determining the programs that will be provided 
for residents at the Center for the Aged. 

Specific criteria relative to transfers necessary to other 
facilities and, discharge criteria, if any, from the institution, 
if needed. It is the intention that these rules make it very 
clear that acute psychiatric problems are not to be used for admis
sion to the Center for the Aged. 

STATE PUB. CO. 
Helena, Mont. 

· .. ·SENAT6R···TOM···HAGER························Ch~i~~~~: .. ~~ .. ~ . 


